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I Overview  

1.1 Background 

Over the past thousands of years since Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty sent Zhang Qian to visit 

the western region and then had the Silk Road opened up, the international trade has never been 

inhibited regardless of threats from nomadic tribes, harsh natural conditions, recurrent wars, and 

intermittent traffic. The logic behind international trade is that the interests of the transaction par-

ties and the community involved will be maximized when each country creates products by virtue 

of its natural or acquired advantages. It is this pursuit of maximized benefits and the market gen-

erated wherein that promote the development of international trade routes and the continuous 

application of new technology. 

In the Tang Dynasty, if the goods bought in China by an Arab merchant at wholesale suffer a loss 

of 90%, the merchant can still get huge profits as long as he manages to arrive at the destination 

successfully. This reflects the huge information asymmetry and the massive circulation cost of 

the imported goods caused by numerous circulation intermediaries, which raises the threshold for 

local consumption, and meanwhile stimulates the participants to search for lower cost communi-

cation, transportation and financial services to reduce the cost and enlarge the market share. 

In the classic internet era, cross-border e-commerce provides smooth information flow for inter-

national trade, especially the trade between SMEs. However the information flow, logistics and 

capital flow can be realized only with the help of international financial settlement system and 

multiple third-parties for the internet itself only supports knowledge and information sharing. It 

needs to be pointed out that both the current cross-border financial payment system and the trade 

intermediary cost a lot, which raises the threshold for SMEs in cross-border trade. However, these 

intermediaries are necessary because of the different locations and lack of trust between the two 

sides of cross-border trade. 

Blockchain technology brings new solutions to this dilemma by transforming the traditional inter-

net information sharing into the value sharing provided by decentralized trust. For the first time, 

distributed technology from blockchain provides unchangeable transaction records with no need 

for third-party intermediaries’ guarantees. For the first time, the international trade involving mul-

tiple participants can trust the same data source and the business logic built on the data source. 
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Bitcoin, the first generation of blockchain technology, provides the first cross-border payment so-

lution of financial digital currency without intermediaries to serve the globe. 

The second-generation blockchain technology Ethereum put forward the concept of smart con-

tract where the code plays the role of law, which ensures that the participants cannot overthrow 

and subvert the previous contract and business logic. the legally regulated after-the-scene arbi-

tration currently used might become a pre-agreed code. Business logic like supply chain finance, 

letter of credit, etc. can be partially or even fully supported by smart contracts which no one can 

break. 

Further, Tokens based on distributed technologies can micro-measure the trading behavior and 

contribution of each stakeholder, thus transforming all participants into an autonomous commu-

nity by providing incentives or imposing punishments. Every Token holder will preserve the 

Token’s value through his own efforts while protecting his own interests. By combing each partic-

ipant’s interests to the interests of the entire community, Token betters the behavior of all 

participants. Community rule makers can inspire and change the behavior of existing international 

trade participants by formulating rules so as to alter the entire production relations. 

1.2 The Vision&Mission of SilkChain 

Given the great potential of blockchain technology to redefine the existing rules of the international 

trade and years of cooperation practice in the international trade, several major international busi-

ness leaders headed by Osell Group have jointly established ITDC (International Trade 

Digitalization Commission) with the commitment to shaping the Silk Road of blockchain technol-

ogy, changing the disadvantaged position of global SMEs in international trade and offering better 

services. 

ITDC will use blockchain technology to promote DAO1 (Decentralized Autonomous Organiza-

tion---a new generation of smart contract platform) among global industry organizations, and 

prioritize experiment in international trade. Upholding the decentralization, openness and win-win 

principle, this platform devotes to promoting global trading entities, and jointly building a global 

                                                           
Annotation1 DAO is the abbreviation of "Decentralized Autonomous Organization," an organization in which the team automatically 

operates in the form of open source software without supervision and intervention. In this organization form, everyone can become 

an organization participant by purchasing or providing services. 
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merchant credit system. On this basis, it will reshape the entire international trade ecology by 

offering such financial applications as information storage, payment and liquidation, supply chain 

transparency, traceability and supply chain finance. ITDC named the digital network platform as 

SilkChain after the ancient Silk Road in China. 

At the same time, based on our understanding that blockchain means distributed technology plus 

Token, we also have issued Silk Token on SilkChain. The economic model of Silk Token helps 

promote the interests of all existing international trade participants and share the dividends 

brought by the cost reduction of blockchain technology. Token’s incentives will not only establish 

a global cross-border e-commerce business environment where "good money" drives out "bad 

money", but also stimulate all resources previously excluded to participate in global cross-border 

SME trade services. 

As the first project in the world that dedicates blockchain technology to improving international 

trade and consumer spending ecology, SilkChain represents the most powerful one initiated by 

the largest members among all crowdfunded blockchain projects until now. The co-sponsored 

members are all from well-known enterprise groups, trading entities or e-commerce, logistics, 

warehousing and financial companies in the world. The “SilkChain” community made up of 

many members will prioritize the establishment of “global merchant credit system” and “supply 

chain financial system”. It is estimated that in the next three to five years, it will bring about 

trillions of US dollars in annual increments in global trade, promote the transformation from tradi-

tional international trade stocks to digital trade, and create additional business opportunities worth 

trillions of U.S. dollars each year. All community members will work together to build an equal and 

mutually beneficial international trade ecology and share the huge dividends of ecological devel-

opment. 

1.3 The Advantages of SilkChain 

SilkChain will use the following recognition to guide its business plan and Silk Token’s economic 

model. 

 Investors earn profits from the project value, which comes from the landing of the application 

scenario. Therefore, we will focus our attention on the landing of the application scenario. 

 Technology should serve the prioritized application scenarios landing, not the other way 

around; 
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 The application scenario needs to be based on the project initiator’s existing resources and 

business elements rather than imagination. 

 Formulate strategies based on existing resources and essential factors, and fractionize the 

grand vision into executable steps for future implementation and iteration; 

 Proven and stable technologies are preferred. For BlockChain technology, the proven part 

will be used and landed, which will be gradually and steadily promoted after careful tests; 

 Design the application scenario of Silk Token under the guidance of Token economics. The 

coinage effect will be generated and fermented when the SilkChain communities volunteer 

to hold Silk Token for long periods and more users want to be Token holders due to exclusive 

privileges provided. The constant volume of Tokens can support long-term active use of the 

Token in the application scenario; 

 Inspire the community power to build an open ecology. 

Corresponding to above design principles, the existing advantages of the SilkChain operator will 

ensure the realization of established objectives. 

Advantage 1: SilkChain operation team has completed the initial integration of the supply chain 

as well as the connection between the centralized procurement center of Chinese manufacturers 

and global large-scale commercial nodes, especially the Belt-and-Road countries. The number of 

connected large commercial nodes is gradually increasing thanks to the services provided by 

SilkChain; 

Advantage 2: SilkChain has enough cross-border e-commerce creation experience and relatively 

mature technology system. Before the emergence of blockchain technology, SilkChain operators 

have completed the design and R&D of the IT system products of cross-border e-commerce B2B 

and B2C, and have accumulated experience in dealing with large commercial node operators, 

property management staff, merchants and local consumers. Meanwhile SilkChain is ready to 

provide one-stop B2B/B2C, IT application, blockchain and Token solutions for new customers; 

Advantage 3: SilkChain has completed the service & finance integration of third-parties of cross-

border e-commerce. It has established cooperation in different regions like Chia Tai Group of 

Thailand in financial service; at the same time, SilkChain has founded its own Migrant Bird Fi-

nance Service Provider which has already completed multiple cross-border trade financing. 
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Advantage 4: As the first traditional cross-border e-commerce group to expand the offline busi-

ness abroad and complete the localization around the world, SilkChain has established a firm 

social network and close connections with politics and business circles of the Belt-and-Road 

countries. This is hard to achieve by competitors in a short term. Currently, SilkChain operation 

team has already in the world especially in the Belt-and-Road third world countries set up a num-

ber of joint venture companies, and has long-term business contacts established with local 

business nodes and chambers of commerce. SilkChain operation team has become an interna-

tional team (see 2 Team Profile); 

Advantage 5: Unlike traditional e-commerce platforms that seek profits by directly or indirectly 

extracting commission from the transaction value chain, SilkChain endeavors to innovate busi-

ness models with Token and blockchain technology. The emergence of Token leads to the 

interest convergence between SilkChain operators, communities, and all Token holders. In Toke 

economics, brokerage commissions are not the most important, users’ willingness to hold the 

Tokens for long periods is of utmost importance, which can only be achieved through providing 

user-friendly services. In this regard, SilkChain operation team shares the same interests with 

SilkChain communities, and this will maximize all forces for development. 

 

 

II Team 
SilkChain team consists of presidents of Chamber of Commerce, trade leaders, as well as politics 

and business elites from countries around the world. For example, Mr. Abdullah Saeed Al-Mobty 

owns Saudi Arabia’s largest business group and has participated in Saudi Arabian subway con-

struction projects; what’s more, the Chinese logistics company Dawei Trading Co., Ltd. in the US 

west coast has engaged in logistics and transportation for three decades as a one-stop high-end 

business service and solution provider for the Sino-US trade. There are many such elites and 

enterprises in SilkChain team that have significant influences on local cross-border trade. 
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SilkChain team members and governing bodies come from all continents, including the Gulf, North 

America, the United Kingdom, Continental Europe, Russia and Africa. 

 

 

2.1 Team Profile 
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For detailed info of team members, please refer to the appendix or https://www.silkchain.io/in-

dex.html?view=teams 

 

 

 

2.2 The Foundation’s First Governing Bodies and Member 

Institutions 

 

For detailed info of all governing bodies and member institutions, please refer to the appendix  

  

https://www.silkchain.io/index.html?view=teams
https://www.silkchain.io/index.html?view=teams
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Ⅲ Analysis of the International Trade 

Pain Points 

3.1 International Trade Classification 

International trade refers to cross-border trade of goods and services. It primarily includes imports 

and exports, so it can be classified into: 

⚫ International trade of services  

International trade of service refers to the process where service providers within the boundary 

of one country provide services to consumers under business scenes or natural person scenes, 

and thereby obtain foreign currency-denominated income. The international trade of services is 

the service input and output activities that take place across different countries.    

⚫ International trade of goods  

International trade of goods refers to exchange of items that primarily consist of goods between 

two countries. It is a conventional mode of external trade and dominates the external trade of one 

country. 

As the most frequent mainstream behavior between countries in the world nowadays, trade is an 

industry with the largest volume. In 2017, the total volume of world merchandise trade imports 

and exports was 31.8 trillion U.S. dollars, equivalent to the sum of Chinese and American GDP. 

However, between 2008 and 2017, due to factors such as the slowing demand growth caused by 

slackening global economy, the total growth of the international trade industry has slowed down, 

and the international trade was featured by highly frequent fragmented small and mid-sized orders 

among SMEs. Trust barriers greatly limited SMEs, and especially those unable to obtain bank 

letters of credit, have met with the following bottlenecks when participating in the highly frequent 

fragmented trade: 

1. The difficulty in establishing trust among cross-border merchants makes it hard to achieve 

large and highly efficient transactions. 
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2. Financial institutions have met with massive difficulties when carrying out credit investigation 

among merchants, which makes it hard to introduce financial leverage. Therefore the liquidity 

fund of merchants is more often occupied than circulated. 

 

Currently, due to the independent data structure, segregated data ownership, and the absence 

of publicly trustworthy safeguard mechanism, the centralized IT systems of the trade industry are 

like isolated information islands. Therefore the globally unified interconnection and mutual trust 

cannot be achieved. The DAO concept and  Token mechanism jointly solve the problem of seg-

regated data ownership by establishing decentralized organization, solve the problem of 

interconnection by establishing data structure standard, solve the problem of mutual trust by cre-

ating smart contract, and solve the problem of value transmission & information exchange by 

introducing Token so as to build a global unified credit system which is sharing, interconnected, 

trustworthy and measurable. 

3.2 Study on International E-commerce Models 

In order to further the international trade, it’s necessary to research current cross-border e-com-

merce models. 

1. Fully Centralized Single E-commerce Platform Model 
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The ideal model is China’s Alibaba, where a single platform governs the entire value chain and 

directly connects to global manufacturers and consumers. This e-commerce platform actually as-

sumes both supply chain integration and e-commerce capabilities, and then serves as an 

introduction interface for third-party and financial services. 

However, in the actual business environment, Alibaba is not such a globally popular model that it 

only appears in China. Even in the United States and Japan where the e-commerce is relatively 

developed, it does not appear. 

When implementing this ideal model in multinational e-commerce, the following problems will be 

encountered: 

⚫ Sovereign countries will find its tolerance being challenged. Since a single cross-border e-

commerce platform, with access to all relevant trade data, will inevitably affect the import & 

export of a country, this involves the economic security of sovereign countries and makes it 

difficult to execute trade supervision and achieve balanced trade policies. That’s the reason 

why it will be resisted by local governments. 

⚫ A single centralized platform will inevitably develop into a monopolistic one, making it difficult 

to avoid centralization and gain participants’ recognition and trust, including local consumers’ 

recognition of foreign brands and supply chain partners on the platform. 
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⚫ It’s hard for centralized platforms to become perfectly localized since they are confrontational 

to local policies, laws and culture. Therefore, the chance to establish effective cooperation 

with local finance and supervision departments is slim. 

 

2. Multi-centered Pure E-commerce Platform Model 

 

Transnational e-commerce is naturally multi-centered. Since a single centralized e-commerce 

platform is not tolerated by sovereign countries, unable to win the trust of multi-centers and cannot 

meet the needs of localized operations, then we have reduced the supply chain integration func-

tion of the e-commerce platform into a separate part. Based on the unified supply chain integration, 

e-commerce activities in various countries are carried out by the local e-commerce platform. 

The third-world countries need to learn from developed countries due to their lack of operating 

experience and technology. Therefore, the key word in this model is empowerment: that is to 

equip the independent e-commerce platforms in various countries with the successful experience 

and technology accumulated by advanced countries in running e-commerce; and supply the in-

dependent e-commerce platform in various countries with the supply chain system of 

manufacturing powers. 

However, this model will also meet with some problems in practice: 

Around the world, only in China, online e-commerce has an overwhelming advantage over offline 

retail. While in most other countries, the offline retailers’ online development trend represents an 

important force, such as Wal-Mart in the United States. Therefore, apart from empowering those 

emerging e-commerce sites, other potential offline entities also need to be empowered for future 
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e-commercialization. And the latter can produce faster economic benefits due to its presence in 

economy. 

It needs to be noted that with the social tools on mobile devices gaining popularity, the world has 

set off a wave of social e-commerce. 

Openness is not only an irresistible global trend but also a major feature of the blockchain and 

multi-center concept. Therefore, the supply chain platform behind e-commerce is obviously open. 

In addition, one of the main forces for cross-border trade is the excellent manufacturing and ad-

vantageous products of various countries, which prefer direct connection with the platform to 

featureless integration into a single supply chain service provider. 

Therefore the model needs to be further improved. 

3. Multi-centered Online E-commerce + Offline Service Model 

Based on the multi-centered pure e-commerce platform model, the model coverage is extended 

to accommodate factories, support local social e-commerce and offline e-commerce progress and 

provide services for all participants. 

 

Three main points of this model: 
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2. Sufficient empowerment capability backed by the successful e-commerce operation experi-

ence and cases 

3. A multi-centered or decentralized mechanism that can accommodate all players and gain their 

trust and ensure them that no center can bring trouble. 

3.3 Analysis on International Trade Participants 

1. Manufacturer: 

At present, the products in the international trade, especially among SMEs, are produced by the 

world’s factory --- China. Statistics show that over hundreds of thousands of SMEs along the 

coastal areas of China have engaged in foreign trade, providing a majority of the world’s traded 

goods; due to factors like the slackening global economy in recent years and the trade war be-

tween China and the United States, many foreign trade companies are faced with more difficulties 

than before. They begin to seek more trustworthy orders from other markets apart form that of 

the developed countries. They are eager to gain the product feedback from overseas markets at 

a low cost and trade with credible wholesalers. 

In addition, Chinese foundries have realized the importance of their own brands and are eager to 

develop them. They will hold long-term desire to overseas brand expansion, especially in the third 

world countries. 

2. Large-scale Commerce Nodes in the International Market 

(Wholesale center): 

Large-scale trade nodes cover such large wholesale and retail commercial activities as physical 

supermarkets, physical brand display nodes, and e-commerce stores of all commodities, etc. 

Generally speaking, the traditional large-scale trading nodes haven’t yet completed the IT trans-

formation. At the same time, they are challenged by e-commerce and new trading nodes or 

chambers of commerce. Their own formats and services should be further upgraded to better 

serve small and medium-sized merchants in transaction nodes and local consumers. At the same 

time, the owners and operating teams of large trading nodes have accumulated a wealth of local 

resources and have a better understanding of the credit, logistics, and transactions of local small 

and medium-sized merchants. This is an important resource for upgrading their services. 

3. Emerging E-commerce: 
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With the development of e-commerce in the Belt-and-Road countries in recent years, emerging 

e-commerce companies have started to play a role in local commercial trade apart from the tra-

ditional large-scale commercial and trading nodes. Their online operation model is eager for 

supply chain integration. They need trustworthy platforms to facilitate business matchmaking as 

well as third-party logistics providers for distribution. 

4. Small and Medium-sized Merchants: 

Small and medium-sized merchants are entities that rent stores in business nodes. The business 

scope and scale of small and medium-sized merchants in different regions may be different. Given 

their particular characteristics and independent operations, small and medium-sized merchants 

have difficulty in advancing popular IT application and empowerment, and thus they are eager for 

assistance offered by empowerment programs. 

Another pain point is that they cannot meet the requirements of the existing financial system for 

credit investigation, customs clearance, credit rating, and financial audit. Excluded from the ex-

isting financial system, they can only enjoy the financing convenience provided locally or by the 

chamber of commerce, which is limited and expensive. In addition, for cross-border payments, 

they also suffer an extremely high cost(2%-5%) when transferring fund to production sites. 

5. Third-party Services Such as Finance Service 

Banking, insurance, logistics, payment and other institutions in international trade that provide 

third-party value-added services are all included. As mentioned above, due to fragmented orders 

and high cost of credit investigation, it is difficult for third-party financial institutions to get directly 

into this 12 trillion-dollar cross-border SME financing market. 

3.4 Analysis on International Trade of Services Participants 

1. Service consumers  

Service consumers refer to persons that purchase the consumer goods and services. When ob-

taining the cross-border services, consumers face problems including information asymmetry and 

lack of trust, and it’s difficult to obtain services directly from providers located in other countries.  

2. Service providers  
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Service providers refer to persons or institutions that provide various types of services. However, 

it’s very difficult for service providers to directly provide services to consumers located in other 

countries, due to geographical, language and cultural restrictions.  

3. Intermediaries  

Due to the information asymmetry between transacting parties and lack of trust, centralized inter-

mediaries serve as a bridge between parties to service transactions. A large chunk of profits in 

the service industry were taken away by intermediaries. In addition, intermediaries normally have 

presence in countries of both service providers and consumers, which increased costs of provid-

ing cross-border services. 

3.5 Analysis on Pain Points 

The current international trade pain points, particularly that of the SMEs, will be analyzed from 

transaction, local services, payments & financing: 

1. Transaction and Local Service Pain Points:  

⚫ Current cross-border trades of SMEs from factories to merchants involve a number of third-

party intermediaries, which not only increases the intermediary costs, but also blocks the com-

munication between merchants in face of end consumers and factory product design. Different 

locations of the e-commerce companies make it necessary to increase credit(through implicit 

or explicit ways)by relying on wholesalers, importers and other channels. Therefore, the ab-

sence of credit record makes the communication among small and medium-sized merchants 

as well as the communication between small and medium-sized merchants and factories dif-

ficult. 

⚫ The current e-commerce process only provides information flow, which cannot satisfy the 

credibility of and cross certification between  information flow, fund flow and logistics;  

⚫ Since the local commerce has not yet completed IT application, the management of small and 

medium-sized merchants in trading node, small and medium-sized merchants’ management 

of end customers are mainly relying on staff, which not only fails high efficiency, but also fails 

effective data accumulation for analysis and market expansion. 

2. Pain Points of Payment 
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⚫ For small and medium-sized merchants which make small profits by quick turnover   the ser-

vice is neither cheap nor effective due to the huge cost of current cross-border financial system. 

Besides, because of local market and tax management models, they are often unwilling to 

expose their cash flows. Therefore, they also would not choose the traditional financial system. 

⚫ The current gray cross-border payment system is still costly (（2% - 5%） and defaults can 

happen at any time. As a result, the payment security of small and medium-sized merchants 

cannot be guaranteed. 

⚫ Cross-border payment makes the cash flows and information flows and logistics information 

available in different platforms or channels, which brings huge cost of reconciliation and makes 

it necessary to find a third party. 

3. Pain Points of Financial Support:  

⚫ Since there is no historic data to support credit investigation and big data analysis, the third 

party financial institutions find it hard to facilitate financing for this market.  

⚫ The small and medium-sized merchants can provide collaterals, bunks they own at the local 

trading notes or their warehouse receipts. However, because they do not have global liquidity, 

foreign financial institutions cannot identity their authenticity. But even if they are authentic, 

they are unable to handle the assets for debt payment in case of defaults. Furthermore, the 

risk preference of local financial institutions and being not large enough make these compa-

nies find it difficult to support the cost of their credit investigations. 

4. Pain Points of Brand Localization and Re-branding  

⚫ When manufactures recreate their brands overseas, they need to have a deep understanding 

of the local culture, customer mindset as well as sales network. In the process of re-branding 

in foreign counties, they urgently need feedback from good communities and consumers on 

the products to help them integrate the brand into local economic life. 
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Ⅳ SilkChain--Solutions 

4.1 SilkChain--Overview of An Open Free Goods Trade 

Zone Ecology 

⚫ SilkChain tries to solve various of pain points in this industry and build a “global blockchain 

free trade zone” technically by applying the blockchain technology. In free trade zones, Silk-

Chain provides the bottom blockchain infrastructure and its Token system is introduced as the 

benchmark of value transmissions in trade activities between small and medium-sized mer-

chants. In a variety of application scenarios, SilkChain will work with many third-party service 

agencies around the world to formulate smart contracts for different trade processes and col-

laboratively develop a new type of DApps based on existing business models according to 

localized trade rules and regulations. 

⚫ SilkChain will implement the solutions step by step and offer corresponding e-commerce ser-

vices, business matchmaking mechanisms, cross-border payment services, financial services 

for TF for the pain points mentioned in section 3.3. In the future, it will expand its services, 

including the incubator service for local brands as well as the distribution of regional Token 

service on the SilkChain. 

⚫ Silkchain’s design fully considers the openness and compliance and will comply with local 

regulatory requirements and regulations. Due to the openness of blockchain, supervisors can 

set up notes on them or provide transaction records through SilkChain if necessary. The block-

chain cannot be tampered, which can help supervisors improve the regulatory accuracy when 

necessary. 
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The Silk Chain team has twenty years of experience in the cross-border trade industry whose 

team members are distributed in more than 20 countries on five continents and has hundreds of 

partners worldwide, including: 

⚫ Physical supermarkets: Cover 6% of the 10,300 booked entities in the world and more than 

15 million small and medium-sized merchants. 

⚫ Physical brand exhibition centers: Brand exhibition centers and O2O product experience cen-

ters in more than ten countries in Europe, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia. 

⚫ E-commerce stores of all commodities: Cover the models of B2B/B2C/C2C . For example, 

Osell (Singapore) has deployed a global cross-border B2B interconnection platform covering 

26 countries including Russia, Dubai, Poland, Vietnam, Canada, Malaysia and Indonesia. 
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⚫ Vertical e-commerce: Vertical B2B/B2C e-commerce including clothing, household, electronic 

products, and agricultural products, etc. 

⚫ Logistics: Providers of a number of cross-border logistics, domestic logistics and logistics 

tracking . 

⚫ Overseas warehousing: Self-operated/cooperative overseas warehouses in 8 countries 

providing drop shipping service and FBA-like (Fulfillment by Amazon) services for B2B2C for 

e-commerce platforms. 

⚫ Import and export agent: Offer assistance in customs declaration, customs clearance, logistics 

and other agency services. 

⚫ Credit insurers：a service provider of contracts, qualifications and basic credit compliance 

certificates. 

⚫ Supply Chain Management: Offer supply chain service to domestic supermarkets and cross-

border import and export businesses in many countries.  

⚫ Quality traceability: Manufacturers from China and Australia provide such services as product 

authenticity check and source traceability by using IoT technology. 

⚫ Payments: Payment companies and digital banks from China, Malaysia, Indonesia. 

⚫ Financial services: Financial service providers for Supply chains of the UK, Australia, Malaysia, 

Singapore, Hong Kong and other places. 

⚫ Insurance services: Insurances/ insurances provided by insurance brokers including certified 

goods insurance, cargo insurance with property damage protection, logistics insurance, delay 

insurance, export credit insurance, etc.  

⚫ Technical Services: Developer of technical services such as ERP, CRM, logistics and ware-

housing systems, and e-commerce platforms. 

The partners mentioned above are still growing rapidly by nearly 1,000 annually. By connecting 

these partners as authentication nodes into the SilkChain, we are going to create a powerful and 

open-source community of mutual trust. In different trading activities, each community member 

can be either a service receiver or a service provider. 

We award Tokens to service providers or developers so that they will have sufficient incentives 

to develop DApp business applications for community members and provide consumers with 
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more attractive services. As a result, we can create a good blockchain-based decentralized com-

munity Ecosystem. 

4.2 SilkChain-Overview of An Open Free Service Trade 

Zone Ecology 

In traditional trade of services, a centralized institution is needed to provide intermediary services 

to facilitate the trade, due to the cultural and language difference between countries, information 

asymmetry and lack of trust.  

SilkChain – Global Free Trade Zone has used blockchain technology to transform the mode of 

trade of goods. In addition, by introducing the blockchain technology and the Silk Token system, 

the SilkChain – Global Free Trade Zone managed to incorporate service trades across the world 

into an ecological system. Such trades of service can cover tourism, retail, shopping, education, 

immigration, healthcare, among others. In the SilkChain – Global Free Trade Zone, the service 

system no longer needs to rely on centralized intermediary institutions and service can flow freely.   

Within the SilkChain – Global Free Trade Zone, consumers and providers of services no longer 

need to rely on the third party to gain or build trust, or rely on centralized institutions to deliver and 

obtain information. This has addressed the lack of trust and information asymmetry in traditional 

service trade mode, and can effectively guarantee the security of personal information. In the 

meanwhile, the point-to-point transaction mode enables all qualified service providers to be in-

formed of consumers’ demand immediately upon release of such demand. Through the screening 

process, qualified service providers can be selected and the most accurate information can be 

recommended to consumers, and vice versa. 

4.3 SilkLife (B2C Service) Solution 

4.3.1 Solution Features 

SilkLife is a decentralized, mutually-trusted and encouraging cross-border life community that is 

protected through blockchain technology, bound by smart contracts and furnished with a TO-

KEN incentive mechanism and mutual evaluation mechanism.  
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Features:  

⚫ TOKEN Incentive Mechanism Builds and Energizes the Ecosystem                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

User base and social group with consensus mechanism are indispensable to success of a com-

munity. Through the flow design of the Silk Token incentive mechanism, SilkLife can continuously 

attract participants in service trade to join the SilkLife ecosystem. Holders of the Silk Token in the 

ecosystem can win incentives through different user behaviors.  

⚫ Decentralized Community and Point-to-Point Transaction Enhance Transaction Effi-

ciency and Lower Transaction Costs  

SilkLife operates without any third-party intermediary, and introduces the service providers at 

source into the ecosystem. It converts the traditional “one-to-many” trade mode into “point-to-

point” trade mode, where the supply and demand sides don’t need to transact or negotiation on 

intermediary platform, and have direct access to information and services. Such mode effectively 

balanced the pricing and services.  

⚫ Ensuring Contract Performance and Guaranteeing Capital Safety through SilkCon-

tract  

SilkContract (“SC”) is a blockchain technology-based autonomous commercial smart contract. 

SC can make the contract performance, payment and responsibility recognition process in cross-

border trade become intelligent. In addition, as it’s based on blockchain technology, SC is 
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completely decentralized and can not be falsified. Disputes in service trade can be arbitrated 

through decentralized social group forces.       

⚫ Building Trust Based on Smart Contract-Enabled Assessment System  

For users choosing from different services, scores and comments are very important factors that 

impact decisions. SilkLife uses SilkChain public distributed ledgers to build a credit system. All 

participants in the ecosystem are certified users. Participants with consistently good behaviors 

can accumulate credit points, and anyone can view the public consumption credit record of mem-

bers so as to decide whether such members are reliable. In addition, they can use service trade 

smart contracts to build a safe service delivery system, which overcomes the transaction difficul-

ties caused by different languages, cultures and spending habits of transacting parties.      

In addition, SilkLife has built an incentive mechanism to encourage transacting parties to score 

and comment. Scoring and commenting behaviors of different quality will receive different Silk 

Token incentives.   

4.3.2 SilkLife Application Scenario  

SilkLife primarily focuses on application scenarios including outbound travel, shopping, 

healthcare and overseas study. Silk Branches across the world have connected hotels, retailers, 

schools, medical institutions and tourist attraction operators to the SilkLife ecosystem, which 

makes direct recommendations to global end customers.  

In the meanwhile, the blockchain technology-based autonomous commercial smart contract (SC 

application) can make the contract performance, payment and responsibility recognition process 

in traditional service trade become intelligent. In addition, as it’s based on blockchain technology, 

SC application is completely decentralized and cannot be falsified. Disputes in service trade can 

be arbitrated through decentralized social group forces, which in turn guarantees interests of con-

tractual parties in a smart manner.  
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⚫ Silk Outbound Travel  

Outbound travel service provider can directly release service information in Silk outbound travel 

community and receive bookings. After signing outbound travel smart contracts with service pro-

viders, tourists can enjoy services including flight ticket booking, hotel booking, hotel pick-up and 

airport transfer service, tourist attraction ticket booking, among others. In addition, tourists can 

pay travel fees to service providers by stages through the SilkChain cross-border payment system 

based on the smart contract triggers.  

After completion of travel, tourists can assess the service providers through scoring and com-

menting, and service providers can issue historical service updates to boost reputation.  Silk 

outbound travel community will offer Silk Token incentives to various effective behaviors within 

the ecosystem, which will greatly encourage each party to participate, and finally form a self-

driven shared tourism ecosystem.  

⚫ Silk Overseas Study  

Domestic students can search the admission information of overseas schools on SilkLife platform, 

and directly contact foreign overseas study agencies. After signing the smart contract-based 

SilkContract over the overseas study-related affairs on SilkLife platform, students can pay related 

fees to such foreign overseas study agencies as agreed through the SilkChain cross-border pay-

ment system.   
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The services provided by foreign professional overseas study agencies include: applicant back-

ground assessment and study plan formulation, assistance in overseas study planning, effective 

communication with schools, guidance on overseas study documentation, comprehensive man-

agement of overseas study application process, among others.  

Unlike traditional overseas study agencies, Silk Overseas Study has bypassed domestic over-

seas study agencies and allow domestic students to directly contact foreign overseas study 

agencies, which has significantly lowered the advisory costs of overseas study and enhanced 

efficiency.  

⚫ Silk Cross-Border Healthcare  

Domestic patients can search basic information about foreign hospitals on the SilkLife platform. 

They can even learn about the career profile and schedule of specific doctors, and can directly 

contact foreign healthcare service agencies. After consultation, they can sign smart contract-

based SilkContract, and patients can enjoy one-stop services after paying related fees to provid-

ers by stages through the SilkChain cross-border payment system based on smart contract 

triggers. The services include: overseas expert appointment, assistance in visa application for 

medical purpose, hotel pick-up and airport transfer service, accompanying by professional medi-

cal translator, assistance in solving living problems during medical treatment, among others.  

Silk Cross-Border Healthcare provides massive amount information about foreign hospitals and 

experts, and numerous professional agencies that patients can choose from. It has solved the 

problems of information asymmetry, high costs and low efficiency in traditional cross-border 

healthcare, and allowed patients to conveniently take diagnosis and treatment.   

⚫ Silk Cross-Border Shopping  

As people have increasingly high living standards, premium international brands are favored by 

consumers. More and more consumers are buying foreign goods through cross-border e-com-

merce platform, and someone are providing proxy shopping services at individual capacity. 

However, the traditional personal proxy shopping is based on mutual trusts in interpersonal rela-

tions, and multi-layer proxy shopping model also increased purchasing costs.  
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Silk cross-border shopping can bypass the multi-layer proxy shopping and allow consumers to 

directly contact overseas retailers and proxy shopping service providers, which significantly low-

ers purchasing costs. In the meanwhile, consumers can pay fees to retailers by stages through 

SilkContract, which ensured the safety of consumers’ capital. In addition, bound by the smart 

SilkContract, the genuineness of products can be guaranteed. Disputes in transaction can be 

arbitrated through decentralized social group forces, which in turn guarantees interests of trans-

acting parties. 

⚫ Silk Overseas Real Estate Investment.  

Real estate sales are normally conducted through professional real estate brokerage companies. 

These companies can directly release saleable property information at Silk overseas real estate 

investment community. After signing SilkContract with brokerage companies, investors may pay 

commissions as agreed through SilkChain cross-border payment system. Upon payment of such 

commissions, they can enjoy a series of services provided by overseas brokers, including: over-

seas asset allocation plan, accompanying in on-site property inspecting and translation, 

assistance in completing overseas real estate purchase process, real estate appraisal, among 

others.    

Silk overseas real estate investment community has bypassed domestic real estate brokers and 

provided massive amount of information about overseas saleable properties and real estate bro-

kerage companies. In addition, SilkChain provides smart contract applications that are more 

convenient and trustworthy to investors and brokerage companies, which addressed the problem 

of high commission and low efficiency in overseas real estate investment. When ensuring capital 

safety, it allows investors to invest in real estate at lower costs and more conveniently.  

4.4 SilkChain Local Service Solutions 

The SilkChain Foundation’s partners of application scenarios have many years of experience in 

providing SaaS services to large commercial nodes worldwide, making up for their shortcomings 

in e-commerce and providing e-commerce software like B2B and B2C which are owned and op-

erated by large local trading nodes. This will provide a very good entry point, because most of the 

current international trade transaction nodes and small and medium-sized merchants it operates 

have limited IT skills which are reflected in underdeveloped e-commerce functions such as 
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payment, community chat, and merchandise display, etc. So their demand for IT system is real 

and urgent. Providing its own operational IT system through the SaaS model is in line with the 

needs of these large trading nodes themselves and will also be the first step to bring it into the 

SilkChain community and blockchain. 

4.4.1 IT Demands of B2B 

The Silk Chain Foundation will entrust experienced e-commerce companies such as Osell.com 

to provide corresponding SaaS services. Large commercial nodes will need to hold a certain 

number of Silk Tokens, but they can freely use B2B systems and maintain its relevant ownership 

at the same time. Meanwhile, the B2B e-commerce software will have built-in functions including 

business matchmaking, cross-border payment and trade financing. The specific functions are de-

scribed in the subsequent sections.  

4.4.2 IT Demands of B2C 

The IT demands of B2C means local consumers’ demands of small and medium-sized merchants’ 

services. Methods like micro-payments, social chat, quiz, red pockets and games are adopted to 

activate end-user needs.  

Small and medium sized merchants should possess a certain amount of Silk Token to use B2C 

software functions, and this will include local consumers into the SilkChain community. The trans-

actions can be accumulated through electronic payments, social activities, etc. And small and 

medium sized merchants will be rewarded Silk Token via promotional activities or consumer in-

teractive games, and thereby they will become Silk Token holders and will be motivated to 

participate in various community activities.  

4.4.3 Summary 

The SaaS services of the scenario partner will help SilkChain to attract and expand the large local 

commercial transaction nodes, small and medium-sized merchants, and local consumers; help 

large-scale commercial transaction nodes to complete IT and blockchain application in one step; 

help small and medium-sized merchants to establish service platforms for local consumers at low 

cost and improve customer stickiness; help local consumers to enter SilkChain community and 

accumulate their consumption data, etc. And convert them to Silk Token holders. 
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SaaS service will be the cold start strategy and entrance for the construction of SilkChain com-

munity. 

4.5 SilkChain business matchmaking Solution 

4.5.1 Solution Features 

⚫ Attract transacting parties by exempting intermediary fees 

SilkChain will promise not to charge intermediary fees for the transacting parties. This will save 

the upstream and downstream customers about 20% of intermediary fees. The precondition for 

enjoying free business matchmaking service is to hold a certain amount of Silk Token as credit 

pledge. 

Intermediary fee exemption will reduce the business matchmaking cost of manufacturers and 

small and medium-sized merchants, and make them choose  SilkChain as the business match-

making and subsequent service provider. 

⚫ Use Silk Token as credit pledge to help “good money” drive out “bad money” 

In order to be able to enjoy higher profits and lower prices provided by SilkChain, users must hold 

Silk Token as the pledge value of credit transactions. All participants shall use Silk Token as an 

equity deposit to form contract restrictions on both transacting parties. Within the scope of the 

smart contract, transactions will occur automatically. Moreover, once the transacting parties 

breach the contract, the platform will automatically make a penalty in accordance with the smart 

contract rules. The impossibility of third-party rent-seeking ensures the credible trading environ-

ment of SilkChain. 

In addition, SilkChain will develop more Silk Token application scenarios, ensuring that as the 

business volume increases, more Silk Tokens be pledged and locked. At the same time privileges 

only accessible among Silk Token holders and users will be created. 

⚫ Inherit the original SaaS empowerment ideas and maximally attract existing 

local customers 

SilkChain will embed B2B and B2C systems into the transaction function on the basis of the orig-

inal partner customers of application scenario. Any small and medium merchants or trading nodes 

that use this system can enjoy business matchmaking services. Alternatively, any small or 
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medium sized merchants or trading organizations can connect to SilkChain through already ex-

isting e-commerce systems, use its own human-computer interaction and customer base, and 

use the public services provided by SilkChain to complete all business processes, during which, 

the newly connected platform will receive Silk Token and bonus. This will help ensure their will-

ingness to join SilkChain community. 

On the other hand, all customers shall go through Silk Identity and use the same credit scoring 

system. And thus, all can share the credit record across the whole industry and this will generate 

more cross-selling opportunities. The credit record and transaction data in the whole industry will 

also generate revenue in the future. Silk Token will play a role in it, for only the Silk Token users 

can get analysis reports of big trading data and original transaction information. 

⚫ Give full play to the role of the community and ensure the authenticity of the 

transaction evaluation and scoring 

Use technical means and decentralized programs to guarantee that only real transacting parties 

can have mutual evaluation and ensure that fair and open arbitration will be held when there is a 

dispute. 

⚫ Reduce cross-border payment costs with cross-border payment schemes 

and ensure the authenticity and safety of funds 

See the cross-border payment scheme section. 

4.5.2 Details of the SilkChain Business Matchmaking Solution 

To overcome the drawbacks of current cross-border business matchmaking, SilkChain designs 

and establishes a decentralized public blockchain, connecting small and medium-sized busi-

nesses and manufacturers as well as linking trade nodes and other third-party services including 

data analysis, credit score, logistics, etc. 
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Based on the bottom stack of the blockchain, SilkChain provides intermediary protocols suitable 

for international trade, which include such service modules as Token pledge, evaluation, credit 

score, payment, matchmaking and IPFS decentralized storage. The modules support various 

business scenarios related to trade intermediary services. 

4.5.2.1 Silk Token Pledge System of SilkChain 

Silk Token Pledge System is designed to improve the credit and efficiency of the cross-border 

business matchmaking by punishing dishonest behavior in trade. All the small and medium-sized 

businesses or large-scale trade nodes, when releasing products needs in batch, are required to 

pledge a corresponding amount of Silk Token in accordance with the service type and the sum in 

the contract while all the producers that respond to the service demands on SilkChain should 

raise their Silk Token pledges by the same amount. Whoever breaks the contract or carries out 

dishonest conducts will have his or her pledged Silk Token confiscated and given to the injured 

party as a compensation. 

The quantity of Silk Token varies, depending on the different trade services, and the Pledge Sys-

tem operates on the basis of the smart contract of the blockchain technology, which will not be 

intervened by the decentralized institutions including the SilkChain operator. With the increase in 

operating in operating time and varied demands from small and medium-sized businesses or 
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producers, the rates for pledges may differ. The small and medium-sized businesses can, based 

on their own needs, choose the quantity of pledges offered by producers suitable for them.  

4.5.2.2 SilkChain Service Sorting and Automatic Matchmaking Ser-

vice 

SilkChain presents each business/producer who seeks for business with an appropriate list of 

producers/businesses sorted by algorithm and based on the trade history and service demands. 

This is done by the use of real service information on the blockchain and the support of the smart 

contract and AI technology. 

One thing worth mentioning is that the sorting algorithm of SilkChain works on the basis of the 

smart contract, whose foundations include the credit score of the transactors, the past evaluations, 

the historical trading statistics acquired by data analysis, estimated consumer preferences, ser-

vice types, prices and periods. Since SilkChain charges no commission, the businesses or 

producers will not be able to get their sorting raised at their will. 

The smart contract is open and under the supervision of the SilkChain community. The automatic 

matchmaking, which charges no intermediary fees, has the priority designed by the operator and 

can be further optimized through community votes and discussion. Under the principle of promot-

ing a high credit community, the automatic matchmaking will grant a certain level of priority to the 

transactor with the highest credit score. 

4.5.2.3 SilkChain Payment and Transaction 

Payments can be made by legal tenders, digital legal tenders or Silk Dollar online or offline at the 

will of the transactors. If you want to know how to use Silk Dollar, please refer to the SilkChain 

Cross-border Payment Methods. Silk Token here only serves as a credit guarantee, with legal 

tenders as the main way to pay for services. 

After accepting the automatic matchmaking and the sorting done by the system, the service pur-

chaser chooses a favorite service provider and confirms the transaction. Once the smart contract 

is automatically formed by SilkChain, the service purchasers and provides will both be required 

to offer Silk Token pledges for the transaction. Please refer to SilkChain Pledge System for the 

conditions for pledge. 
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In the transaction process, SilkChain charges no intermediary fees. According to the foundation 

platform for the blockchain where SilkChain landed, a certain amount of fees will be charged for 

the blockchain fuel. Only if the transaction is confirmed and both parties agree to end the deal 

and trigger no dispute arbitration, the smart contract will send the locked service fees to the ser-

vice provider and release the Silk Token pledged by the two parties. 

4.5.2.4 SilkChain Authentic Evaluation of Business 

Due to the intrinsic nature of cross-border trade, sellers and buyers are often located in different 

places with a slight chance of meeting each other frequently. Therefore, it is more than precious 

for both parties to have authentic evaluation of each other in their first business cooperation. To 

ensure the authenticity, evaluation only happens when a deal is closed. The web link to evaluation 

will only be sent after the wallet addresses are technically sent to both parties, which means that 

the evaluation is only made by users who actually finish transactions. 

4.5.2.5 SilkChain Business Dispute Arbitration 

After a business is finished, either party who believes that the other party didn’t honor the com-

mitment can trigger the dispute arbitration process. Triggering the process requires the complaint 

to pledge a corresponding amount of Silk Token and, at the same time, the Silk Token pledged 

by both parties before the deal will be frozen. 

SilkChain will select an odd number of arbitrators based on the credit score, activeness and the 

amount of Silk Token held by the arbitrators. If the selected person chooses to accept the ar-

rangement, he or she is required to pledge a corresponding amount of Silk Token to make sure 

on-time arbitration. If arbitration is not made before the deadline, the pledged Silk Token will be 

confiscated. 

Both sides of the dispute upload the evidence to IPFS and store the Hash value of the link infor-

mation on the blockchain. The arbitrator will make his or her judgement on the basis of uploaded 

evidence and decide the result of the dispute according to the majority. As a result, the unsuc-

cessful party will lose the pledged Silk Token, or it can make an appeal, which means that the 

system will select more arbitrators to make the judgement. 
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The Silk Token pledged by the minority of the arbitrators will not be confiscated, but their credit 

score might be degraded. 

4.5.2.6 SilkChain Business Credit score 

Credit score reflects the trustworthiness of each participant in the community. By using the trans-

action records of trading participants, relevant transaction data can be collected accurately and 

effectively and the SilkChain credit score of traders can be formed. 

Credit score will be divided into three types: buyers, sellers and arbitrators. Each user (and his or 

her wallet address) will have three credit scores. 

The credit score is linked to the participant’s account and the public key address on the blockchain. 

The participant needs a long-term credit record to get a high credit score. The credit scoring model 

itself is realized through an intelligent contract, which will not be tampered with by any one of the 

operators, and neither can the transaction records which are based on the credit records of the 

blockchain be tampered with. These two features together guarantee the authenticity and relia-

bility of the credit score. 

Credit score is adjusted by the result of each transaction, and once the transaction is completed 

and is given favorable comments, the credit score can be raised. Once a default occurs, the credit 

score will be lowered. Further, the community may consider more privileges for participants with 

high scores, including the priority of automatic matchmaking, participation in certain community 

management and rule voting, as well as the acquisition of corresponding Silk Token awards. On 

the other hand, the underrated participants will be restricted or removed from the community to 

ensure that the average credit status of the whole community remains at an acceptable level. 

4.5.2.7 Accumulated Credit Record of SilkChain Business Match-

making Solution - Silk Credit 

Through the setting-up of the above-mentioned functions, the SilkChain will create a virtual space 

for the trading party information, transaction records and arbitration mechanism on the shared 

chain. For any cross-border trade and services that need two-way matchmaking, the silk chain 

with the Silk Token and the supporting credit mechanism, theoretically, can be used to connect 

the SilkChain. After the new application, it will automatically obtain credible credit information such 
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as customer information, credit record and evaluation information on the SilkChain, and through 

the API/SDK of the SilkChain, the services in the whole process from the trading list, payment, 

evaluation, arbitration and credit score will be obtained. Above is the Silk Credit service. 

With the increase in the number of small and medium-sized merchants, the SilkChain will naturally 

become a community formed by small and medium enterprises of cross-border global trade. The 

credit records in such a community are authentic and transparent. These records will greatly in-

crease the credibility of Silk Credit and reduce the cost of transaction and credit. All kinds of third 

party services above the transaction can provide services and meet financing needs accordingly. 

For a community with authentic credit, the subsequent service space for access is unimaginable. 

4.6 SilkChain Cross-border Payment Solution 

Cross-border payment is a kind of public service needed in international trade. The qualified 

cross-border payment should feature low transaction costs, quick transfer and, most importantly, 

safety. 

For a variety of reasons, unlike large enterprises, small and medium-sized businesses are unwill-

ing or unable to use the current international financial payment system. Therefore, they resort to 

the gray channel, bearing high fees (2%-5%) with no guarantee for security, which means the 

channel may disappear after their remittances. 

With the emergence of the blockchain, many cross-border payment plans are carried out by their 

Token, but the innate problem of this method is that the secondary market of Token is now un-

dergoing drastic price fluctuations. By the time a remittance is completed, the Token to the 

corresponding legal tender may have been devalued and thus cause losses to both parties of the 

trade. Many factories accept overseas orders with relatively low margins which can be offset by 

the currency fluctuations in hours or even a couple of minutes. 

Based on the above reasons, the SilkChain makes the most of the blockchain while relying on 

itself and its own business circle and issues the Silk Dollar, which is stable in currency value, as 

the medium of cross-border payment. The issuance of Silk Dollar will be endorsed by the Silk-

Chain Foundation’s Silk Token. 
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4.6.1 Overall Framework of SilkChain Cross-border Payment Solu-

tion 

 

1. The remitter exchanges the US dollar currency in the SilkChain-Certified Exchange for the 

equivalent Silk Dollar Token and deposits it into his or her wallet address on the SilkChain; 

2. The remitter will receive the Silk Dollar through the SilkChain to other people’s SilkChain wallet 

address; 

3. After receiving the Silk Dollar, the payee selects the certified exchange on the SilkChain and 

converts it to the equivalent US dollar or local legal tender; 

4. At any time, the Silk Dollar can be exchanged for the equivalent of US dollars at the exchange 

from the Silk Dollar issuer (SilkChain), and the Silk Dollar issuer (SilkChain) guarantees the 

1:1 exchange of Silk Dollar and US dollar currency. 

This cross-border payment plan will provide the decentralized nature of digital currency transfer 

on the blockchain, as well as its convenience and intangible modification. In theory, as long as 

the Internet is available, global cross-border quick payment can be realized. At the same time, 

the Silk Dollar issued by the SilkChain will guarantee a stable ratio of its currency to US dollar 

currency through Silk Token, and guarantee the confidence of the SilkChain Community through 

real-time payment of the Silk Dollar held by the Exchange at any time. 
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4.6.2 Silk Dollar Issuance 

The Silk Chain Foundation will establish Silk Pay as the exclusive distributor of Silk Dollar. 

Through the assistance of the SilkChain blockchain technology, the information is accessible to 

all participants including the total amount of Silk Dollar issued and the total amount of activation. 

The circulation of Silk Dollar will be constant and will be gradually activated according to the 

exchange application. That is, the SilkChain operator plays a role similar to that of the central 

bank and is the final payer of all exchanges. 

⚫ The attribute of Silk Dollar: SilkChain distribution, universal digital currency activated in the 

SilkChain community through the pledge of Silk Token; 

⚫ The feature of Silk Dollar: Digital encryption of international settlement currency, activation of 

digital currency and global circulation of cross-border trade; 

⚫ The strength of Silk Dollar: Efficient and transparent application to the Trade Settlement and 

Financing Digital Currency within the SilkChain community; 

⚫ Centralized distribution, decentralized activation, full circulation in international scope, and as-

set reserve benchmarking activation "system". 

4.6.3 The Silk Dollar Exchange 

SilkChain operators will accept qualified global financial institutions to open exchanges on the 

SilkChain, and they are responsible for the exchange of Silk Dollar with the US dollar and other 

legal tenders. The exchange will be able to use Silk Dollar to get equivalent US dollars through 

Silk Pay.(A certain amount of fees will be charged). 

The economic incentives of the exchange include that, for each exchange, a reasonable interme-

diary fee can be charged, which is reflected in the spread between the sale and purchase of the 

Silk Dollar and the US dollar. In addition, a reasonable fee is charged during the conversion of 

the Silk Dollar provided by the Exchange to other legal tenders. 

To be qualified for the Silk Dollar Exchange, the user must pledge a corresponding number of 

Silk Tokens, and after payment of the legal currency, the Silk Dollar will be obtained from Silk Pay, 

and the exchange service will then be provided for users on the SilkChain. 

A number of exchanges will provide services on the SilkChain. Payment users can choose their 

own currency pairs and bid-ask spreads from different exchanges. According to our presumption, 
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different exchanges will provide different Silk Dollars and different currency exchange currency 

pairs based on their respective regions, thus activating the Silk Dollar payment market. 

4.6.4 Silk Dollar & Silk Token 

Two types of Tokens, Silk Token and Silk Dollar in the Silk Chain community will play different 

roles. Silk Dollar is a digital currency that guarantees a stable exchange with the legal tenders; 

Silk Token represents all services and rights on the SilkChain and is a kind of Utility Token. 

When it comes to cross-border service, for each Silk Dollar cross-border payment, a fee in pro-

portion to the equivalent Silk Dollar or Silk Token will be charged. The fee rate is designed to 

ensure the optimization of the costs of current gray channels, and the use of Silk Token as a fee 

is encouraged, which will be charged with lower fee rate than Silk Dollar. The fee rate will be 

adjusted according to the secondary market price of Silk Token. 

According to the cross-border payment, we will activate the cross-border payment market for 

small and medium-sized enterprises worth approximately 12 trillion US dollars and will conse-

quently generate Silk Token revenues. The SilkChain operator will take part of the Silk Token as 

operating costs and then destroy it, in other words, returning the revenue to all the holders of Silk 

Token in the community. 

4.6.5 Silk Dollar, Payment and Digital Legal Tenders 

We estimate that digital legal tenders will be realized in the near future, so Silk Token is positioned 

for services and rights, not payment. We welcome the digital legal currencies issued by all gov-

ernments to join our application scenarios to substitute Silk Dollar from all angles. Therefore, in 

our designed system, the application scenarios and demands for holding will not be weakened by 

the intervention of digital legal tenders in the field of payment. 

On the other hand, the Silk Dollar on the SilkChain will provide a foundation support including 

financial services, based on such information as data, evidence, business credit and rating accu-

mulated by the SilkChain. With the Silk Dollar, we can support more financial services. For details, 

please refer to the next section. 
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4.7 SilkChain Business Financing Solutions 

The majority of the enterprises on the SilkChain are micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 

with relatively low credit rating whereas many businesses even don’t have a credit rating, thus 

having trouble getting the financing and loan services from the bank or financial institutions. More-

over, due to the limited method of cashing the pledges, the second source of repayment provided 

by the small and medium-sized enterprises including the pledges in the form of the lease of the 

shops and goods, must prove its authenticity by professional legal, evaluation and logistics com-

panies. This leads to high transaction fees and the pledges can only be cashed locally, not 

globally. Therefore, small and medium-sized enterprises can only rely on mutual support locally 

to satisfy their financing needs or on the support of the large market. Due to the limited supply, 

the market interest will be way higher than the global average. 

On the other hand, there are many international capitals that cannot find suitable investment tar-

gets, especially in low-interest-rate countries, where the financing cost is close to zero. However, 

the trust of the lender itself, the suspicion of transaction history and credit data, and the local 

processing requirements for the second repayment sources, including the implementation of loan 

contracts, all hindered these low-cost funds from entering the cross-border SME loan market. 

SilkChain’s trade financial solution is essentially to guarantee the authenticity of the data through 

the SilkChain platform, and to ensure that the automatic execution of contracts through intellectual 

contracts is not interfered with, and that the authenticity of the documents related to the financing 

trade is guaranteed through the blockchain certificate system. The SilkChain – Migrant Bird Fi-

nancial Services provides intermediary platform and subsequent disposal of bad assets. In this 

way, we hope to attract global financial institutions to participate in this market, so that local small 

and medium-sized traders can enjoy the globalized services, and effectively reduce their financing 

costs, and convert the benefits from blockchain technology into financing dividends. 

4.7.1 Solution Features 

1. Based on blockchain technology, the solution is implemented in phases. In the first phase of 

the on-line system, put certificates online and follow a semi-manual credit applications process; 
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in the second phase, achieve a full range of online financing processes through smart con-

tracts; 

2. Provide closed-loop information for all second repayment sources, for example, providing 

third-party assessment information to ensure the integrity of pledge information; 

3. Do the financing based on Silk Dollar to ensure a stable rate between the legal currency; 

Charge service fee based on Silk Token; 

4. Provide various forms of risk mitigation, including the introduction of guarantor; 

5. Finally, form an open platform to access a variety of third-party financial institutions including 

banks, insurance companies, factoring companies, etc. to provide a variety of trade financing 

instruments. 

4.7.2 Short-term Goal: Financing and Credit Process Supported by 

Certificates 

Compared with the common credit process, it is more vital for trade finance to verify the real 

background of trade, including having a true grasp of the qualifications of the parties involved in 

the transaction, the background of the trade, the delivery of goods from the factory, and the status 

of logistics and storage status. Traditional trade financing requires the cooperation of the bank 

where exporters and importers are located to carry out credit investigations, collect documents, 

and transfer official documents across borders. Due to the lengthy and complicated process, 

SMEs are unable to afford the high survey cost and long loan period. 

4.7.2.1 Credit Process Supported by Certificates 

Through the SilkChain certificate, the contract conclusion and storage between the importer and 

the exporter can be provided, and all relevant third parties, including logistics companies, ware-

housing, etc., can put related documents on the chain to ensure the authenticity of all chain 

documents and closed loop. 
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The financial services of the SilkChain will be offered in two steps. The first step will be achieved 

through combining the information on the chain and off the chain. In the credit investigation, the 

documents that need to be obtained from importers, exporters, third-party logistics companies, 

etc., will be put on the chain so to directly put the first-hand sources on the chain. 

SilkChain provides document anti-counterfeiting and quick query through hashing the electronic 

documents and storing them on the chain, so to ensure the efficiency and authenticity of credit 

investigation. 

As the following picture shows, SilkChain offers information related to the financing of importers 

or exporters: 

⚫ The real identity information of importers and exporters; 

⚫ The previous business matchmaking record of importers and exporters; 

⚫ Historical trading behavior, evaluation and credit rating of importers and exporters; 

⚫ The background materials of this transaction including contracts and other certificates (cross-

validation will be conducted); 

⚫ Verification information provided by the third-party service, i.e. product logistics and location 

information returned by logistics companies, or warehousing information returned by ware-

housing service providers. 
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Financial institutions audited by the SilkChain can obtain the above information by accessing the 

SilkChain, and, based on the blockchain technology and IPFS technology, certify by themselves 

whether, on the chain, the hash values of the contracts and other electronic documents are the 

same as that of the accessed document to ensure the authenticity. It greatly shortens the time 

required for credit investigations and enables the electronic investigation and blockchaining of 

credit investigations. 

Afterwards, based on their own risk preferences, financial institutions will make a decision on 

whether to approve the loan, and store the credit approval results on the chain for reference by 

other financial institutions. Loans will be made off the chain while the results will be recorded on 

the chain. 

In the cold-start phase, the SilkChain - Migrant Bird Financial Services will serve as the first ex-

perimental certificate in the financial institution to support its financial lending to the SilkChain 

community. 

4.7.2.2 Silk Token Incentives 

SilkChain will charge Silk Token as the credit service fee and incentivize the participating of the 

third party, including: 
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⚫ Demand sides of finance (exporters or importers): A certain proportion of Silk Token is re-

quired as the application fee of credit service. 

⚫ Validation is recommended for each credit contract and other on-chain files. The transactors 

are encouraged to validate the authenticity of the contracts when the importers who seek for 

import financing upload the trading contracts. 

⚫ Silk Token is rewarded to those third-party service providers who independently verify and 

upload logistics documents as well as bills of lading. 

⚫ Financial institutions holding Silk Token can be qualified to provide financing services on the 

SilkChain with access to the credit record information of all the transactors; financial institu-

tions, if deciding to grant a credit, are required to offer a certain proportion of Silk Token to the 

SilkChain operator as service fees; finally, Token is rewarded when financial institutions are 

willing to upload the credit approval results after the credit approval and loan-offering are fin-

ished. 

⚫ As the SilkChain has offline resources such as offline overseas locations, centralized purchas-

ing nodes and a large number of commercial nodes as well as complete online information on 

trading entities, business matchmaking and credit, we are able to provide more services ac-

cording to the financial institution’s needs. In particular, for the bad asset disposal after the 

default, a corresponding amount of Silk Token will be charged as a service fee, based on the 

practical situation and the needs of the financial institution. 

4.7.3 Long-term Goal: Financing Facilities Supported by Smart Con-

tracts 

After completing SilkChain’s smart contracts and passing strict tests, most of the financing pro-

cess can be realized through smart contracts so to improve the business logic which can be 

trusted by multiple parties. 

⚫ Digital contracts confirmed by multiple parties can be achieved on the basis of certificates with 

the support of smart contracts; after the business matchmaking, both sides of the transaction 

complete the negotiation, use smart contracts of import and export business which are acti-

vated by the digital signatures of both sides; 

⚫ Various financial institutions can provide standard trade financing services on the SilkChain 

such as smart contracts of letter of credit and of factoring; 
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⚫ The credit granting of trade financing is provided by Silk Dollar and the fund flow is achieved 

on the SilkChain; 

⚫ What in the smart contract needs triggering by a third party should be provided by the third 

party and defined in the smart contract; 

⚫ More services of the second repayment sources can be introduced. Financial institutions can 

offer not only financing services but credit rating, insurances and guarantees, etc. 

4.7.3.1 The Execution of Digital Contracts through Smart Contracts 

After the smart contract is completed and the buyers and sellers finish the negotiation after the 

SilkChain matchmaking, the digital contract can be signed through the smart contract. Apart from 

including buyers and sellers, the digital contract defines third parties involved such as supervision 

departments, authorities, law enforcement agencies, arbitration bodies and evaluation institutions. 

The third party may confirm the triggering conditions in the contract, thus starting the function of 

the smart contract. 

 

Functions include: 

⚫ One-side certificate: To prove his or her holding of the digital documents (e.g. texts, images, 

audio, and videos), the party can store the relevant documents in the blockchain system which 

provides privacy protection and distributed data storage. 

⚫ Multi-party contraction: it refers to the service of contracting digital contracts for a limited num-

ber of parties through a certain procedure. The entire procedure is accessible for all 

participants on the chain, thus preventing illegal modification and disavowal. 

⚫ The exchange or query of certificate data: After certificates are stored, data transactions can 

be done through encrypting and exchanging peer-to-peer data. Such transactions ensure that 

data can be decrypted only by the authorized parties involved in the exchange and query. 
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The digital contract completed by the smart contract, serving directly as the trade financing back-

ground, will be queried and regarded as admissible by the SilkChain community and the financial 

institution in it. The data on the blockchain is undeletable and unmodifiable in terms of the identity 

certificates, the behavior evidence, the rights and interests certificates, the asset proof, to provide 

basic data for the credit society. 

4.7.3.2 The Execution of Trade Financing Through Smart Contracts 

The buyer or seller can apply for relevant trade financing based on the smart trading contract of 

both buyers and sellers, including the opening of letters of credit, warehouse receipt pledge, in-

ternational factoring, insurance and other different trade financing products. Different financial 

institutions will provide templates for each product to choose from. In the smart contract of trade 

financing, the seller, the buyer, the third-party logistics and loan financial institutions, and other 

potential participants will be involved as multiple parties in the same smart contract. The smart 

contracts of trade financing will cross verify the intellectual contracts of the underlying trade con-

tracts, such as whether the buyer and seller are the same, whether the term of financing is 

consistent with the trade background, and so on. 

 

Take the application of letter of credit by importers for example. The procedure is as follows: In 

the process, three (and sometimes two) banks located differently are involved in the process, 

because different banks are required to serve the importers and exporters locally. If the negoti-

ating bank and the issuing bank are not the same, the fund flow, information flow and contract 

documents will result in longer periods and higher costs. In addition, the cost of services and 
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exchange rate conversion will also be included in the cost of cross-border and cross-bank trans-

fers. 

 

The process of opening the smart letter credit on the SilkChain is as follows: when the importer 

completes the smart trade contract with the exporter, it can apply for the opening of the smart 

letter of credit, Silk LC, based on this trade contract, and the Silk LC is provided by various fi-

nancial institutions, and the items provided by different financial institutions are different 

according to their own requirements. Vendors can choose their own contracts, such as selecting 

the template of the smart letter of credit provided by Silk LC_ Bank A. 

 

As the importer, the exporter, the logistics company and the lender are in the same smart con-

tract, the roles of the issuing bank, the notice bank and the negotiating bank can be taken by 

just one financial institution. If the importer needs to apply for a loan under the L/C, he can get 

the Silk Dollar loan from the issuing bank. The demonstration process is as follows: 

⚫ The importer applies for the letter of credit (L/C) and the loan under L/C based on the smart 

trade contract. 
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⚫ The financial institution determines the background of trade financing according to the smart 

trade contract, opens the letter of credit based on the importer’s credit situation or the second 

repayment source, and inform the exporter and the logistics company that the smart contract 

comes into effect. 

⚫ The loan under the L/C of the importer is locked by the smart contract in the form of Silk Dollar. 

⚫ The logistics company provides the logistics information uplink and proves that the packing 

triggers the conditions of the smart contract. 

⚫ According to the terms of the smart contract, after the artificial judgement (if any), the money 

will be refunded to the exporter’s wallet address in the form of Silk Dollar, and the bill of lading 

will be locked. 

⚫ The importer will repay the loan and the money will enter the wallet address of the financial 

institution in the form of Silk Dollar. The smart contract will automatically lock the bill of lading 

and give it to the importer. 

⚫ The importer will pick up the goods by the bill of lading. 

4.7.3.3 The Silk Token Incentives and Silk Dollar Transfers 

Only the Silk Token scenarios different from the certificate of deposit are listed below: 

⚫ The importer and the exporter do not need to pay Silk Token to complete the trade financing 

smart contract, which serves as a derivative service for transaction matching. 

⚫ The financial institution needs to hold Silk Token, so that it can become a qualified financial 

financing institution to provide trade financing smart contract templates on SilkChain. 

⚫ Silk Dollar transfer payment provides certain Silk Token as fuel fee according to the cross-

border payment solution. 

4.7.4 The Introduction of Global Individual Investors Through Multi-

ple Risk Mitigation Measures (P2P) 

Before the SilkChain, small and medium-sized merchants had to seek local limited financing 

providers, so they had to endure high financing interest rates. By contrast, individual investors in 

many low interest countries around the world do not have good investment objects. 

The analysis of the general short-term working fund financing demand for small and medium-

sized businesses shows that the lack of global liquidity of its collateral security is the main 
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reason why foreign investors are afraid to invest. On the other hand, small and medium-sized 

businesses often hold assets that can be liquidated in the local limited market, including their 

existing berth lease, their long-term cooperative Chambers of Commerce or trade nodes who 

understand their credit habitats, and their local storage of goods. The collateral security can be 

liquidated locally, but for a foreign individual investor, even if the ownership of the collateral se-

curity is obtained, the difficulty and cost of liquidation is still very high. 

Under the support of the SilkChain smart contract, by introducing the concept of the guarantor, 

we can provide a new attempt to facilitate the general short-term working fund financing as an 

addition to the financial institutions’ trade financing, and the new attempt is the Peer to Peer 

global working fund lending platform. 

4.7.4.1 Personal P2P Loan Process 

 

1. The borrower put forward a loan application through the SilkChain platform while clarifying 

the credit conditions, including the amount, the repayment method, the interest rate level, and 

the collateral that can be provided. 

2. SilkChain broadcasts the loan application to the entire network while providing lender identifi-

cation and credit evaluation services. 

3. The potential guarantor decides to provide a guarantee according to the credit conditions, the 

lender’s identity authentication information, the second repayment source information and the 

credit evaluation results in the smart contract. At the same time, relevant information will be 

guaranteed to be listed in the smart contract, including guarantee ratio or amount, default trigger 

condition, guarantee rate, guarantee return mode, etc. 
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4. Smart contract will pack all the information of lenders’ information, loan information and guar-

antee information and put them on the SilkChain platform. 

5. The investor selects the appropriate investment according to all the conditions listed in the 

smart contract, and uses the Silk Dollar that has existed or has been purchased in the second-

ary market to invest and the Silk Token to pay the service fee. 

6. The SilkChain platform ensures that the guarantor gets service fees and guarantee fees in 

the Silk Token form at the same time. 

7. The borrower obtains the Silk Dollar which is converted to the local legal tender through the 

exchange. 

8. According to the default or performance condition of the borrower, there are two processes to 

be considered: 

8.1 When the borrower honors the agreement: 

The borrower repays the loan and interest on schedule, and the Silk Dollar will enter the smart 

contract account. The SilkChain platform returns the repayment to the investor in the form of 

Silk Dollar through the smart contract. 

8.2 When the borrower defaults: 

8.2.1 If the borrower defaults, the silk chain platform will record the breach of contract if it does 

not receive the principal or interests, triggering the disposal of breach of contract under default 

conditions; 

8.2.2 The silk chain automatically converts the corresponding proportion of Silk Token into a 

Silk Dollar into the investor’s wallet from the guarantor pledged Silk Token in accordance with 

the guarantee ratio promised by the guarantor in the smart contract; 

8.2.3 The guarantor replenishes Silk Token and begins clearing work, including contacting the 

borrower, the local law enforcement agency, and disposing of the borrower’s collateral to obtain 

the recovered amount; 
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8.2.4. The borrower’s default record will be uplinked and the borrower’s credit rating will be low-

ered. This means that the borrower will no longer be able to apply for loans on any financial 

platform of the silk chain, including individual P2Ps or financial institutions, or he needs to offer 

higher borrowing rate to offset its expected loss rate. 

4.7.4.2 Introduction of Guarantors 

Unlike traditional P2P platforms, the silk chain introduces the concept of guarantor. The guaran-

tor is responsible for providing guarantee for the loan. When the borrower defaults, it will return 

the amount of guarantee to the investor as stipulated in the contract. At the same time, it will 

harness the understanding of the local market, the background of the borrower, the industry and 

the area, as well as partnership with the local law enforcement agencies to carry out asset 

preservation and recovery work. The guarantor judges whether it provides collateral through the 

borrower’s identity verification and credit assessment provided by the P2P platform and possi-

ble collateral information. 

The introduction of guarantors and the guarantee of smart contracts will enable the global indi-

vidual investors to invest in the short-term liquidity financing market for silk chain merchants, 

from which both parties can benefit. Investors can obtain higher, safe and guaranteed invest-

ment returns, and merchants can liberate themselves from the local limited loan supply and 

obtain a more reasonable loan interest rate. 

⚫ Multi-signature Content by the Guarantor  

From the perspective of blockchain technology, the guarantor is a signatory to the multi-signa-

ture of a smart contract. The guarantor needs to clarify the following issues related to credit risk 

management in smart contracts: 

 The amount or proportion of the guarantee, the maximum amount or proportion of the re-

payment to be covered when the loan defaults; 

 Under any circumstances, the definition of breach of contract will prompt the guarantor to 

perform the guarantee obligation; 

 The rate of credit guarantee fee, the price of guarantee provided, is priced by Silk Token; 

 The method of compensation for the guaranteed amount, one-time compensation or other 

methods agreed upon in the contract; 
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⚫ Analysis of Guarantor’s Risks and Returns 

The guarantor obtains the guarantee fee provided by the borrower by bearing the borrower’s 

credit risk. Its essence is to cash in on its ability to understand the local market and to liquidate 

local collateral through the silk chain platform, and to obtain profits through decentralized ef-

fects. 

A guarantor can be an institution or an individual and must have one or more of the following 

advantages in the entire system so that it can provide assurance from the perspective of risk 

premium: 

⚫ Familiarity with the Local Market: 

The guarantor and the borrower should have convergence in one or more dimensions, including 

the guarantor knowing the borrower himself or doing business in the local area, owned shops, 

etc.; or providing a market for the pledge of a variety of local commodities offered by the bor-

rower or experience in realizing a certain type of local product (eg goods, real estate, shop 

operating rights etc.); 

When it comes to the ability to dispose of collaterals, in financial terms, due to the ability of the 

guarantor to dispose of the second repayment source, its default loss rate (LGD) is lower than 

the default loss rate after a single default of the investor’s direct investment.  

⚫ Diversification Effect: 

Guarantors will provide guarantee for multiple borrowers through guarantee services and thus, 

forming a portfolio. According to portfolio theory, when the relativity of default correlation among 

investors is lower than 1, not all borrowers will default at the same time, while should the relativ-

ity of default correlation among different borrowers is lower than 0, a portfolio loss given default 

lower than that of single loan can be achieved through diversification effect. 

In financial terms, the overall fluctuation, or the risk losses of loan portfolios will be lower than 

the aggregated fluctuations of all single loans within the portfolio. The gap between the two is 

referred to as diversification benefit. 
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4.7.4.3 Incentives of Silk Token and Silk Dollar transfer 

⚫ Guarantors will acquire the returns of Silk token, while obtaining the eligibility of guarantor will 

entail Silk Token pledges. 

⚫ Potential third-party services will obtain Silk Token pledges. 

⚫ SilkChain will acquire a small amount of Silk Token as service charge from investors and 

borrowers once the smart contract is brought into effect. 

⚫ If financing activity itself is finished with Silk Dollar, transfer payment of Silk Dollar will be 

complemented by a certain amount of Silk Token as costs of fuels based on cross-border 

payment solutions. 

4.8 SilkChain Business Expansion 

The four solutions provided above are put forth in response to the trickiest problems in trading 

that cross-border small and medium enterprises face by SilkChain Foundation. With the ex-

panding of SilkChain community, SilkChain will be continuously rolling out new solutions with 

community resources at hand, thus creating more practical landing application scenarios for Silk 

Token. Potential applications as such include brand incubation and second-tier Token issuance. 

4.8.1 Outline of Secondary Incubation Solution for Local Brands 

As stated above, seeking to explore overseas market and establish their brands at the target re-

gion independently, producers are in urgent need of access to guidance on local market 

channels, cultures, histories, laws and regulations 

The following services are available based on the current global cross-border trade nodes and 

business networks: 

⚫ Producers can provide samples in small amounts and identify target market, so as to target 

local trade nodes and provide them with rewarding Silk Token; 

⚫ Trade nodes can provide offline shops locally and sell samples at affordable prices in their 

consumer communities. Local consumers that purchase the samples will be rewarded with 

Token, while they are expected to give sincere comments on the functions, packaging and 

brand design of the products. 

⚫ The SilkChain will automatically  record the comments received as well as the basic infor-

mation of the consumers（excluding personal sensitive information but including dimension 
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information） on the chain so as to provide references for service providers to analyze the 

consumers’ responses on the samples. 

⚫ Other third parties can provide their services during the entire process such as organizing 

chambers of commerce, promotions and marketing activities, and all response they provide 

will be rewarded with Token. 

The service will enable producers to obtain responses on the samples of all real target consum-

ers within the targeting market at low costs, and the collected responses will be recorded on the 

chain intact for analyzing purposes; it will empower local chambers of commerce and trade 

nodes with greater potential business possibilities and their samples can be tested locally; and it 

will enhance local third-party providers of services such as brand promotion, marketing and ad-

vertising with related information as long as they participate in SilkChain community and acquire 

a certain amount of Silk Token. 

4.8.2 Issuance of Second-tier Token on SilkChain 

With the development of SilkChain community, new concepts of SilkChain local community will 

pop up, such as bay area SilkChain communities. These communities may witness some appli-

cation scenarios where business services that may not be of global significance but play an 

important part locally can interact and collaborate. 

Local communities can issue their own Token on the underlying platform of SilkChain, namely 

the second-tier Token of SilkChain, targeting the application scenarios. Second-tier Token is 

born to be technically compatible with the blockchain technology of SilkChain and wallet tech-

nology, while its application scenarios can be designed by issuers of local communities. To 

control risks, the issuers will have to pledge a required amount of Silk Token to endorse the 

second-tier Token they issued on SilkChain. 
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Ⅴ SilkToken Issuance and Circulation 

Scheme 

5.1 Token Issuance 

Silk is initially issued on Ethereum as ERC20 token, and the maximum amount of tokens is 

 X= 10 billion. 

The smallest unit of Silk is 10-18 Silk. 

When SilkChain Mainnet officically launchs, the user who hold ERC20 Silk of Ethereum can ex-

change for equivalent SDAR10 Silk in SilkChain Mainnet , and at the same time, ERC20 Silk 

will be destroyed.  

5.2 Token Distribution 

⚫ Fundraising (25%) 

According to the fundraising plan, 25%X will be allocated to community investor, ecosystem 

partners, with 0 to 12 months locking period. 

⚫ Founder and Developer Team (20%) 

The founding and development team of SilkChain will continue to make contributions to human 

resources and material resources from the aspects of project organization structure, technology 

research and development, ecological operation and so on during the development of Silk-

Chain. In the token allocation mechanism, 20%X is reserved as team incentive.  

This part of Silk will be locked across 36 months, and will be unlocked 1.67%X every 3 months. 

⚫ Foundation Discretionary (10%) 

10%X will be reserved by the foundation, to be used for: 

 Daily operations of the foundation 

 Technology partnership 

 R&D 

 Investment and incubation 

⚫ Business and community consortium incentives (20%) 
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In order to rapidly expand worldwide business and community members of SilkChain consor-

tium, this part of tokens will be distributed to newly joined members, including business parties 

and groups, trading centers, chained markets and stores, SMBs, credit guarantee providers, 

payment providers, finance service providers, insurance providers, as well as community devel-

opers. 

The incentives will be allocated into separated token pools for every member who joined Silk-

Chain. Every pool has certain Silk tokens pre-allocated, which will be locked initially and be 

expired at certain time. Member will receive unlocked Silk tokens from his own pool while he 

helps to advance the ecosystem by introducing more members, developing more Dapps and 

serving more users, until the pool is drained out or remaining tokens in pool expire. 

The expired tokens will be reallocated to token pools of new members. 

⚫ Ecosystem incentive fund (25%) 

In the next 20 years with period of every 3 months, service providers, users and miners who 

have joined the ecosystem for more than 3 months will be rewarded according to the following 

principles: 

 Reward service providers, users and miners that contribute to the ecosystem during each 

period can be quantified as contributed value by certain measurement: when the service is 

used a certain number of times or the service fee reaches a certain amount, and the users 

spend a certain amount of Silk, etc. 

 Based on the quantity of Silk held by the service provider, users and miners, the reward is 

divided into 5 grades, corresponding to coefficient 1-5. The more Silk is held and the higher 

the reward coefficient will be. The service providers, users, miners will be divided into three 

different groups, respectively. 

 The total Silk rewarded in each period will decrease over time, until the 20 year period has 

expired. 

 The total number of Silk awards in each period will be distributed among the service pro-

viders, users, and miners by their contributed value * coefficient. 

 Service providers, users, miners will be divided into three different groups initially by the 

foundation, can be periodically adjusted by community vote. 

The goal of the incentive mechanisms: 
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 Attract more service / developers to join the ecosystem, develop competitive dApps, and 

service as many users as possible. 

 Enhance the quality of service provided, strengthen the competition among service provid-

ers, encourage continuous improvements to their products and services, and continuously 

provide better service to users. 

 Motivate user to use the various services on the Silkchain. 

 Increase the willingness of active service providers, active users and miners to hold Silk 

long term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Usage of raised fund 

⚫ Infrastructure development 25% 

⚫ Application development 25% 

⚫ Safety investment 10% 

⚫ Community operation 10% 

⚫ Market promotion 25% 

⚫ Legal and compliance 5% 

Token Distribution 

Founder and Developer 
Team (20%) 

Business and community 
consortium incentives (20%) 

Fundraising (25%) 

Foundation Discretionary (10%) 

Ecosystem incentive 
fund (25%) 
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5.4 Silk Token Mining 

Miner in silk community can” mine” silk token through silk APP, the token mined can be viewed 

as an stimulation. 

The volume of Silk Tokens can be mined in everyday is constant, the miner will mined based on 

their “power”，that is 

Silk Token mined =  

silk volume everyday * personal power/ power in the whole mainnet 

For each individual, the more power the more silk token mined.  

There are lots of ways for miners improve their power such as providing real and true credential 

information, being actively involved in on chain and off chain community activity or providing 

feedback to the inquire from Silk Chain.  

With the improvement of the ecological atmosphere, more scenario of power enhancement will 

be available.   

 

 

 

Join Silk Telegraph Group 

 

Wallet management 

Shopping 

Complete personal information 

 

Wallet top up/pay-
ment 

 

Member registration/logging 
in 

Invite friends 
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Ⅵ Silk Chain implementation 

6.1 Silk Chain 1.0  Based on Ethereum 

The silk token will be issued firstly based on ERC 20 in Ethereum, and the first version of local 

service solution and transaction matching service solution will be live in Ethereum also. 

At the same time, the silk development team will estimate the mail blockchain 3.0 technology, 

including Ethereum 3.0, MOAC, EOS, Hyperledge, etc and pick one to be the basis of silk chain 

2.0, a permission blockchain platform.  

Also, middleware stack will be developed for cross-blockchain platform purpose.  

6.2 Silk Chain 2.0 New Generation consortium with smart 

contract supported 

Silk Chain 2.0 will be permission-based. Cross-board funding transfer service and Silk Finance 

Service will be based on this. The main reason for permission-based attribution is the concern 

of data security and privacy. After silk chain 2.0 go live, the local service and transaction match 

service will be moved to silk chain 2.0 also.   

SilkChain 2.0 is introduced to solve problems of current generation of blockchain, by redesign-

ing the infrastructure, adding a series of new features upon some existing features of Ethereum 

and Fabric (HyperLedger). 
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As shown in the figure above, such features are as follows:  

⚫ Replace the relatively clunky EVM with container technology, and introduce the SVM(SilkVM). 

⚫ Adopt LLVM and WebAssembly runtime to support faster execution and validating of smart 

contract with support to program smart contract in languages like Go, Node.js, and Wren etc. 

After optimization, it’s expected to reach 10-100x performance compared to Ethereum’s solid-

ity runtime. 

⚫ Use improved speculative byzantine algorithm Zyzzyva (SBFT) as main consensus system, to 

balance democracy, function and energy consumption in decentralization.  

⚫ As the multi-tenancy concept of Internet cloud platform, SilkChain introduce channel mecha-

nism, which enable different members/organizations to come to consensus of transactions in 

their private virtual network. The consensus will be done by nodes within the channel scope, 

without the need for all nodes in the whole blockchain network to participate. This would bring 

10-100x performance gain. 

⚫ Use DATP protocol to support digital asset transferring among different channels, by making 

a cross-channel consensus.  

⚫ Establish a tier based definition of smart contract, by separate the original ambiguous smart 

contract definition into three different tier: controller tier, data tier and business logic tier. The 

Dapp 1 Dapp 2 Dapp 3 Dapp 4 

Channel α SDK Channel β SDK 

Oracle 
Service Web API 

Peer Member Service 
(CA Server) 

DATP(Decentralized Asset Transfer Protocol) 

SVM (based on container) 

SBFT SBFT 

Channel α Channel β 
SilkChain 

Auth 

Data 
Import 

Smart Contract 

Channel α 
Contract 

(Controller) 

Channel α 
Contract 
(Data) 

Channel α 
Contract 

(Controller) 

Channel α 
Contract 

(Data) 

Block Block Block Block 

Block Block 

Block Block 

Block 

Block Block 

Block New 
Block Block New 

Block 
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controller tier and data tier should be running on blockchain while business logic tier should be 

running outside blockchain. A controller contract represents a abstract business process and 

will be consist of various data contracts. The entries of controller contract will be linked to 

business logic running outside blockchain, usually a SaaS service in an internet cloud. 

⚫ Introduce a new interoperation mechanism between on-chain controller tier of smart contract 

and off-chain business logic tier, named CryptoApps, to replace the Oracle. CryptoApps is 

designed to be a more secure and more efficient way to link the smart contract and internet 

services. 

⚫ Create a WYSIWYG BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) editor for smart contract, 

which will compile and deploy contracts to blockchain upon creation and modification, elimi-

nating the need to program contracts code and dramatically improving the process of the 

definition and deployment of business. 

⚫ Introduce an optional member service, which is common in consortium blockchains, to manage 

authentications of nodes. Also introduce notary nodes to provide authenticity of the data 

sources, by making endorsement to data upon input to blockchain. 

SilkChain 2.0 aims to create next generation of smart contract plaform, adopting some mecha-

nism of consortium blockchain, to achieving mass deployment in global trade industry, hopefully 

reaching 5000-10000 tps after optimization. 

6.3 SilkChain middleware stack 

In order to promote the rapid development of blockchain technology in the global industry, the 

silk chain proposed the blockchain middleware system, which is used to bond the blockchain 

technology and the current Internet cloud service. It includes three main components: cross-

chain access middle tier, off-chain collaboration mechanism, and smart contract editor. 

The expected goal is 

⚫ Hide the blockchain technical details to the Dapp developers. 

⚫ Provide an unified programming interface to all qualified blockchains. 

⚫ Give existing Internet cloud services the ability to interact with smart contracts with only a few 

lines of code. 

⚫ Help the business process designers to implement and deploy smart contracts via a 

WYSIWYG editor without doing programming. 
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6.3.1 Cross-chain middle tier 

 

6.3.1.1 Cross-chain API - TurboSDK 

TurboSDK provides an unified API to access most qualified blockchain, including adapters for 

Bitcoin, Ethereum, Fabric and EOS etc. 

The adapter for Ethereum is currently provided, please refer to: 

https://github.com/silkchain/TurboBlockExplorer 

6.3.1.2 DATP cross-chain digital assets transfer protocol 

DATP stands for Decentralized Asset Transfer Protocol, to implement the digital assets transfer 

consensus between channels in SilkChain. 

The channel of SilkChain currently adopts the unified sBFT consensus mechanism. The ex-

change of assets between channels can be realized through the Unspented Receipt 

mechanism, which is similar to the transfer mechanism between different shards of Ethereum, 

demonstrated as following figure 

Adapter for Bitcoin Adapter for Ethereum Adapter for Fabric Adapter for EOS 

Universal Blockchain API/SDK 

Dapp 1 Dapp 2 Dapp 3 Dapp 4 

Bitcoin Ethereum Fabric EOS 

Crosschain OpenAPI 

https://github.com/silkchain/TurboBlockExplorer
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In SilkChain 2.0 release, DATP will be upgraded to support digital assets transfer between 

blockchains which may have different consensus mechanism. 

6.3.2 Off-chain Inter-collaborative mechanism 

6.3.2.1 CryptoApps 

After the contract is redesigned with three tiers’ definition, the business logic tier should be exe-

cuted outside the chain. The SilkChain middleware has redefined the mechanism of smart 

contract outside chain and inside chain, which is used to replace the original Oracle mecha-

nism, namely, CryptoApps. The function of CryptoApps is limited only to verifying facts, and the 

ability to produce Fact is provided by Internet cloud services. 

For example, the cloud services provide daily temperature in Seattle, and temperature Cryp-

toApp validation on March 10, the Seattle is greater than the highest temperature 35 ℃. 

CryptoApps need to implements several features: 

⚫ A trusted signer: to make sure the result of a CryptoApps carries a signature which is trusted 

by nodes in blockchain. 

⚫ A message driven mechanism: to make two-way information communication with smart con-

tracts in blockchain. 

“100 units of X to B” 
ID:17265715249 

A:400 coins 
C:730 coins 

A:500 coins 
C:730 coins 

Send proof of receipt 
into shard N as transaction 

Send proof of response back 
into shard M as transaction. 
Clear receipt and perform 

any funther execution ifneeded. 

A:400 coins 
C:730 coins 

Receipts consumed: 
30522819204 

A:100 coins 
C:820 coins 

“Payment successful” 
ID:17265715249 

Receipts consumed: 
30522819204 
17265715249 

A:200 coins 
C:820 coins 
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⚫ Immutable execution result: ensure that in the case of the constant input conditions, the return 

result (message sent from CryptoApps) remains the same. 

⚫ Secured transport channel: ensure the messages interaction with the contract on the chain 

takes place in an encrypted environment. 

⚫ Privacy protection: see the next chapter. 

6.3.2.2 Privacy Protection and Zero-Knowledge Proof 

SilkChain adopts symmetrical and asymmetrical combined encryption/decryption technology to 

protect user privacy; the basic logic is shown in the figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SilkChain will provide users an embeddable homomorphic encryption algorithm at the base 

layer, allowing the untrusted terminal to directly operate and compute the cipher text without 

knowing the content of the plaintext. This way, privacy of plaintext is protected. To this end, Silk-

Chain has included the zero-knowledge proof algorithms similar to zkSNARK as a basic 

functionality of SilkChain. 

One of zkSNARK’s core algorithms is called Homomorphic Hide (HH), a homomorphic addition 

hide function E(x) needs to meet following conditions: 

1. For most x, it’s usually difficult to inverse x via a given E(x). 

2. Different inputs will yield different outputs. Therefore, if x≠y, then E(x)≠E(y). 

Signed encrypted 
transaction data 

Transaction 
data 

Use symmetric key 
for encryption 

Use temporary 
symmetric 

key for encryption 
Transaction data 

content 

Data encryption process 

Encrypt the newly 
generated symmetry(AES) 

Decrypt temporary 
symmetric key(AES) 

Data decryption process performed 
by authorized user A 

 
 

Temporary public transaction 
key of user A that is authorized 

to access transaction data 

Encrypt transactian 
data content 

Encrypted symmetric key 
(encrypted with 
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Transaction 
data 

Transaction data 
content 

Temporary public transaction 
key of user A that is authorized 

to access transaction data 
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3. If E(x) and E(y) are known, then x and y can be obtained from the equation. For example, 

E(x) and E(y) can be used to figure out E(x+y). 

Furthermore, homomorphic addition hide features can be applied to polynomial blind verifica-

tion. Given A knows a polynomial P of the highest power d, while B wants to know E(P(s)) 

mapping to a certain s.  

   

We hope that during the verification, A only knows P but s, and B only knows s but P. This can 

be realized by the following method: 

1. For each index of s, B calculates E(1), E(s), ..., E(sd), and sends them to A. 

2. A knows all coefficients of the polynomial, and can figure out P(S) using the homomorphic 

feature and send it to B. 

Although addition hide conceals the original data, these data can still be cracked by brute force 

attacks to some extent. Therefore, in real practice, we will add a random disturbance factor in 

the equation to prevent brute force attacks. As the random number cannot be deduced, the orig-

inal data cannot be obtained. This ensures safe interaction given the polynomial algorithm and 

data are mutually invisible. 

6.3.3 WYSIWYG BPMN editor for smart contract 

Firstly a web based BPMN(Business Process Model and Notation) editor will be provided. Then 

an IDE(integration development environment) based editor will also be provided. 

When a BPMN diagram is saved in the editor, the contract code is automatically generated and 

compiled into the block chain. Currently support for the compilation and deployment of the 

Ethereum Solidity contract was done. As the diagrams below: 
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The MVP code of the web based editor was finished, please refer to  

https://github.com/silkchain/TurboBpmn  

https://github.com/silkchain/TurboBpmn
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Ⅶ Roadmap 

    

2018Q2 

2018Q3 

2018Q4 

2019Q1 

2019Q2 

2019Q3 

Complete ICO 

Complete SilkChain local service solutions, providing cross-border e-commerce IT 
Function. 

Complete SilkChain business matchmaking solution where silk token will be used 

as credit pledge to improve the efficiency and remove the intermediation as well as 
the commission pattern. 

Complete SilkChain trade finance solution short term goal, using credit insurers 
model supporting semi-manual supply chain finance and accumulate experience for 

the long-term goal. 

Start R&D on SilkChain 2.0, a consortium technology with smart contract supported 

’ 

Upgrade App into DAPP, with reliable transaction data stored in the SilkChain’s 
blockchain layer.. 

Complete SilkChain Cross-border Payment Solution, with Migrant Bird Finance and 
other financial institute linked into SilkChain, with the stable value token--Silk Dollar 
issued. 

Complete smart contract development and testing. 

Complete trade finance solution long-term goal via smart contract function. 

Complete the P2P platform, which can introduce global individual investors via 
smart contract function. 
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Ⅸ Appendix  

9.1 Foundation Management 

 

Education: 

B.Eng. Riyadh University 

 

Work： 

Chairman of the Abha industrial and Commercial Association; 

Members of the Saudi Council for Industry and Commerce; 

(Saudi Arabia) director of the Association for the Protection of Mi-

nors; 

The director of the Advisory Committee of the Supreme Council of 

the overseas region; 

The director of the authority of the Saudi electric power and waste 

heat power generation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

M.S. - McGill University,Canada.  

B.S. - Tongji University 

 

Work： 

President - DinoRiver Pte, Ltd.,Singapore (www.dinodirect.com). 

Vice president - California Chinese Business Association 

Members of the Council - SilkRoad Chamber of International Com-

merce 

Member of SEs - Summit of business leaders from the G20 coun-

tries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work： 

Mr. Djunaidi Lie is the CEO of PT Paloma Shopway,and a star en-

trepreneur in Indonesia. Paloma Shopway is the biggest Indonesia 

nationwide distribution company with O2O omni channel business 

model, having 265 thousand registered member with 30 thousand 

of active selling members. 
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Education: 

B. Economics University of Warsaw, Poland; Bradford University, 

UK 

 

Work： 

Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency,  Foreign In-

vestment Department, Far East Section - Head of China Desk 

Bank of China, Poland branch - Director 

Asia & Pacific International Cooperation and Exchange Center(API-

CEC) - Poland Representative Office  

Taiwan External Trade Development Council - Polish Consultant 

Polish Forum of Young Diplomats, Polish largest Non-Government 

Organization - Deputy President 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

Loyola School(NYC) 

Boston University, International Business & Economics 

 

Work： 

Experienced digital marketing, sales, business development, prod-

uct, and management professional. 

Reboot Robots Ltd, Director, Owner 

eGold (cryptocurrency for eSports betting, based on the Ethereum 

blockchain)-Advisor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education:  

University of Oxford, Queen’s College, UK, Master of Business Ad-

ministration. 

University of Washington, Washington, B.E. Computer Engineering;  

Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden. 

.  

Work： 

Microsoft Software Development Engineer (SDE), USA - Program 

Manager. 

Comex Holdings ltd. European cross-border trade platform com-

pany, France - Director international business development. 

United Nations, Department of Public Information New York, USA - 

Programm Officer. 
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Education: 

Graduated in business administration FGV (Fundacao Getulio Var-

gas). 

MBA in finance – BM&f.   

 

Work： 

GV Angels(group of Angel Investors) – Co-Founder and director.  

Allasia(venture builder company, focused in e-commerce)– Founder 

and CEO. 

Portpress(importer and distributor) – Founder and member of the 

board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

Bachelor of Business Administration in Accountancy, City University 

of Hong Kong. 

 

Work： 

Founder and Managing Director of BOLEGAO. 

Partner, Alexander Hunt International. 

Senior Director, Career International, China’s largest recruitment 

service provider. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

Mr. Peter Gong was a guest lecturer in the U.C. Berkeley and San 

Francisco State University. 

Backed by Stanford University and U.C. Berkeley, Mr. Peter Gong 

formed Chinese Leaders Advancement and Research Institute. 

 

Work： 

Founder and Chairman of Great Way Trading & Transportation, Inc. 

Chairman of CEA Business Center, Inc. 

One of founders, VP and Secretary General of Chinese Enterprise 

Association 

Founder of PacWest Oregon, Inc. 
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9.2 Foundation Advisor 

 

Education: 

PhD, International Tax Law, University of Osnabruck 

MA, LL.M. Economic Analysis of Law, Erasmus University, Rotter-

dam 

BA, Economics, Cornell University 

JD, University of California, Berkeley 

Ghent University 

 

Work： 

Investor, Advisor, Entrepreneur at IQ Coin Ventures 

Founded IQ Friends, Iurratio, E-Diagnostics, IQ Elite 

Worked at Deloitte & Touch Tax Consulting 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

M.B.A, Peking University, China. 

MSc, Chinese Economy and Business, Rotterdam School of Man-

agement, Erasmus University. 

MSc, Chinese Economy and Business, Leiden University. 

 

Work： 

Senior Finance Manager, HNA Technology.  

Financial Manager, ICBC Leasing.  

International Business Advisory Assistant, Dezan Shira & Associ-

ates.  

Representative and Advisor, CNV Dienstenbond. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

Humanity Faculty, Odessa National Polytechnic University, Odessa, 

Ukraine 

Business School MIM-Kiev, Kiev, Ukraine 

 

Work： 

Deep Town- Co-Founder, Chief Business Development Officer, Co-

Manager 

BlockNet Courses- Owner, Project Manager 

Softteam- Co-founder, Project Manager 
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Education: 

The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Master’s Degree 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Master’s Degree , Distinc-

tion 

Hong Kong Shue Yan University, Bachelor’s Degree (Hons) 

 

Work： 

ICO advisor - SilkChain 

ICO advisor - Xera Technologies  

Financial & Business Advisor - Sidera Blockchain Technologies  

ICO advisor - Bixtrim  

ICO advisor - VibraVid  

ICO advisor - EIPlatform 

ICO Advisor, board member - Axpire  

ICO advisor - CryptoAds Marketplace A powerful advertising plat-

form built on Ethereum 

Co-Founder - Blockmap 

Consultant - Four Dimensions Consulting Limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.3 Operation Team 

 

Education: 

PhD research in Social Economy at MOSCOW STATE UNIVER-

SITY 

Master of International Social Relations at MOSCOW STATE UNI-

VERSITY 

 

Work： 

Co-Founder & CEO of ITDC 

Co-CEO of OSell Group 

School of Public Policy Researcher of People’s University 

General Manager (Greater China) of Comex Holdings ltd. 

Co. VP of Russia Partner Logistics 

Great Wall Automotive Overseas Market Vice GM, GM of Great 

Wall Russia 
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Education: 

Master of Science at McGill University, Canada; 

Bachelor of Tongji University. 

 

Work： 

President of Dinodirect Ltd. 

Vice president - California Chinese Business Association 

Members of the Council - SilkRoad Chamber of International Com-

merce 

Member of SEs - Summit of business leaders from the G20 coun-

tries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

Master’s Degree in Electronics, University of Science and Technol-

ogy of China 

 

Work： 

Co-Founder / Partner of Junhal capital 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

University of Oxford, Queen’s College, UK, Master of Business Ad-

ministration. 

University of Washington, Washington, B.E.Computer Engineering;  

Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden.  

 

Work： 

Microsoft Software Development Engineer (SDE), USA - Program 

Manager. 

Comex Holdings ltd. European cross-border trade platform com-

pany, France - Director international business development. 

United Nations, Department of Public Information New York, USA - 

Programme Officer. 
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9.4 Developer Team 

 

Education: 

BSc, Information Technology with specialism in Information System 

Security, Staffordshire University 

CBP (Certified Bitcoin Professional - CryptoCurrency Certification 

Consortium) 

 

Work： 

2016 - present: Eureeca (UAE based Crowdfunding platform) - 

CTO, blockchain based crowdfunding platform. 

2013 - 2016: Bayzat (UAE based Financial products aggregation 

portal) - CTO, Blockchain development, DLT technology adoption. 

2006 - 20012: KPMG - Tech onsultant, provide enterprise solutions 

to large financial institutions clients across the GCC region. 

 
 

 

Education: 

B.Eng. Electronics & Engineering, Tsinghua University 

 

Work： 

Serial entrepreneur, blockchain specialist 

Co-founder of yinyuetai.com, the largest independent music video 

platform in China 

Co-founder of dx.com 08086.HK, the first cross-border e-Commerce 

public company of in China 

Specialized in team management, high concurrent and multi-layer 

system architecture design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

B.S. Computer Science and Technology, Tianjin University 

M.Eng. Institute of Computer, Beijing University of Technology 

 

Work： 

9 years working experience as Senior Project Manager of Sina.com 

8 years working experience as Senior Technology Expert (Director) 

of Alibaba Group 

Specialized in system architecture design, search engine, big-data 

processing and blockchain technology 
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Education: 

M.S. Computer science and technology, Zhejiang University 

 

Work： 

Senior architect of DiDi ChuXing 

Co-founder of Lingjie technology 

Senior engineer of Baidu 

Specialized in high concurrent system architecture design, block-

chain system design and implementati 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

B.A. Sichuan University 

 

Work： 

Co-founder of Allbuy wholesale e-Commerce platform 

Co-founder of goumin.com, the largest pet owner community in 

China 

Senior designer of blogchina.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education: 

B.Eng. Software Engineering. Tianjin Normal University 

 

Work： 

Product specialist of Zhubajie technology, the biggest enterprise 

service platform of China 

Founder of Quqi technology, one of the earliest student career de-

velopment community 
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9.5 Foundation Director Organizations 

 

An official partner of Boao Forum for Asia;  

"The Belt and Road” pioneer, Singapore’s first international localiza-

tion cross-border e-commerce platform in "The Belt and Road” 

countries, covering Dubai, Poland, Russia, Vietnam, Canada, Ma-

laysia, Indonesia and other 26 countries;  

The first cross-border enterprise to set overseas warehouses busi-

ness in Russia and Dubai;  

The platform has connected 30 million businesses companies and 

more than 20 thousand suppliers, with an annual turnover of $6 bil-

lion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Built upon a famous landmark building located at Manchester, the 

second largest city of UK, the China Brand U.K. Center (CBUKC) 

was initiated by China-Europe Association for Technical & Eco-

nomic Cooperation (CEATEC), China Britain Business Council 

(CBBC), UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) and several other organiza-

tions. Its the first step of China Brand Center world-wide program.  

With an initial investment of 0.9 billion USD, CBUKC will offer more 

than 2,500 brand shops in 20,000 square meters of area. CBCUK 

provides various services to branded manufacturers including 

cross- border e-Commerce platform, quality assurance, clearance, 

logistics and warehouse management, as well as professional team 

support for law, marketing and language translation. The branded 

manufacturers entering CBUKC will have both a shop in center and 

a store in the e- Commerce platform, making it easy for spread the 

brand all around Europe without going abroad. 

The estimated annual GMV of CBCUK will be 1 billion USD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Chia Tai Group is a Thai conglomerate that started byThai Chi-

nese in Bangkok. It was named Charoen Pokphand Group outside 

of China. It is one of world’s largest conglomerates that consists of 

three core businesses that operate in agribusiness and food, retail 

and distribution, and the telecommunications, and involved in fi-

nance, real estate, pharmaceuticals, machining and other industries 

more than 10 fields industries with investments and service in over 

100 countries, employing over 300,000 people. Group sales is $50 

billion in 2016. 

 

 

 

 

The Chia Tai Group 

DinoRiver PTe. Ltd. of 
Singapore 

China Brand U.K. Center 
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Al-Mobty was founded in 1960 and is one of the biggest integrated 

groups in Saudi, also a company in early access to international 

projects. Its major business includes engineering construction, 

trade, and e-commerce.   

The president of Mobty is originally the chairman of Saudi Com-

merce and Industry Association and vice chairman of Gulf 

Cooperation Council, and now chairman of China-Saudi Business 

Council, board officer of Saudi Commerce and Industry Association, 

board officer of World Chambers Federation, and member of advi-

sory committee of Gulf Supreme Council. He is also invited as 

chairman of ITDC. 

 

 

 

 

Founded in 2007，PT Paloma Shopway is the biggest home cata-

logue distribution company in Indonesia with 340 thousand 

members. Until now, its annual sales reached billion dollars. The 

main categories on the platform are Clothes, Small Household Elec-

trical Appliances and Home Appliances etc. It displays products 

through regular product magazines, APP, websites and offline ex-

perience stores. 

 

 

 

 

9.6 Foundation Member Organizations 

 

Founded in 1993, Great Way Trading is the first US-based provider 

of international trade and transport solutions between United States 

and mainland China. It provides full-service shipping companies be-

tween China and the United States, One-stop business and high-

end business services solutions for a full set of new companies. 

Peter Gong, chairman of Great Way Trading, is the standing direc-

tor of the "U.S.-China Chamber of Commerce Platform" under 

CCPIT. 

 

 

 

 

 

Realm Global was founded in the 1990s by a Chinese person Mr. 

Luo Zheng. Mr. Luo is the president of Hungarian Chinese Associa-

tion and owns a large number of industry channel resources. Realm 

Global has been in Hungary for more than 20 years and started its 

import and distribution business of household goods in Hungary. At 

the same time, Realm Global is also engaged in LED, home, build-

ing materials, machinery and other fields. Now it has become the 

stable supplier for the top three retailers, namely Metro, Praktiker, 

and Tesco in Hungary, and in-depth cooperation with the major 

lighting distribution channels in Hungary. Realm Global in Hungary 

has 3,000 square meters of warehousing, more than 20 of its own 

PT Paloma Shopway 

Al-Mobty Group from 
Saudi Arabia 

Great Way Trading & 
Transportation, Inc. 

Realm Global Kft Hungary 
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retail channels, the trade volume of tens of millions of euros. Realm 

Global’s Network also extends to neighboring Hungary, Greece, 

Slovakia, Italy, Austria, Romania and other countries. 

 

 

 

 

Czech Republic Prague SZP China Trade City was founded in 

1992, is the earliest Czech Chinese wholesale market, covering 

100,000 square meters, construction area of 40,000 square meters, 

SZP has 53 new retail and store units in total, Trade City is based 

on Prague to attract customers from neighboring EU member 

states. 

 

 

 

 

 

Belmax is a 55000m2 wholesale trade center in Serbia and of con-

venient traffic (about 6.5km from downtown). Major business here is 

to provide premises and booths for wholesale enterprises and brand 

dealers. It also developed several locally famous private brands. 

This trade center attracted over 150 tenants from 8 countries and 

yielded an annual turnover of USD 200 million. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Belgium Belgian Zeebrugge Free Trade Zone is a foreign trade 

comprehensive service platform for overseas warehouse, cross-

border e-commerce, logistics, product display and sales, financial 

services as one of integrated service. 

Belgium Belgian Zeebrugge Free Trade Zone has a series of high 

competitive customs preferential policies such as the implementa-

tion of the minimum check-in rate, priority clearance, deferred 

payment of related taxes, etc. At the same time, preferential land 

and warehousing prices, as well as preferences and convenience 

for necessary laws affairs consultant and so on in international trade 

can be provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dragon City Bahrain is a China business center project established 

by CHINAMEX in 2015 and yields an annual turnover of USD 200 

million, making CHINAMEX one of the biggest trade platforms for 

countries alongside the Belt and Road. CHINAMEX are currently 

preparing the Dragon City Saudi, Dragon City Kuwait, Dragon City 

India, Dragon City Mexico, Dragon City Panama, and Dragon City 

Belmax Center, Serbia 

Dragon City, Bahrain 

Prague China Trade City 
SZP, Czech Republic 

Belgian Zeebrugge Free 
Trade Zone, Belgium 
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Lebanon, which together will yield a trade value of USD 3 billion in 

next three years. 

 

Royal Sadaf is a well-known commercial real estate company in 

Iran. It is building a 200,000-square-meter commercial complex in 

Chabahar, a port city in southern Iran. The complex includes com-

mercial centers, shopping malls, villas, office centers, apartments, 

stadiums, etc. will create a new shopping, business, leisure and en-

tertainment life as one of the modern high-tech zones In Chabahar.  

Owned subsidiary of the company owned trading company, special-

izing in home appliances distribution import and export business. 

 

 

 

 

E-NET is a Dubai-based company that specializes in mobile 

phones, tablets and accessories with more than 100 Chinese and 

foreign employees and annual turnover of nearly 1 billion yuan. In 

Dubai, E-NET has nearly 30 wholesale stores. Its products are sold 

to Middle East countries such as Iran, Iraq, Syria, Qatar, Saudi Ara-

bia and Oman, Central African countries like Egypt, Algeria, Sudan, 

Morocco and other West African countries such as Nigeria, Central 

African countries such as Turkey, Kosovo and Kazakhstan, and all 

their  

large and medium-sized wholesalers are from local countries. 

 

 

 

 

Oman Mohsin Haider Darwish LLC (MHD) located in Muscat. MHD 

has a large number of outstanding suppliers from around the world, 

covering areas such as automobile sales and service, auto parts, 

electronics, engineering, communications, building materials, health 

and environment, etc., with extensive sales channels and perfect 

after-sales service system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ayer Shwe Wah Company is one of the largest conglomerates in 

Myanmar with a diversified portfolio across different business sec-

tors - oil & gas distribution, construction, transportation & logistics 

and hotels & tourism. Founded in 1999ASW Group has been de-

voted to Myanmar’s economic growth and development. Their team 

has over 1,000 well-trained professional, managerial and opera-

tional personnel. Through expansive corporate social responsibility 

programs by investing to improve human resoureces, conserve en-

vironmental resources, and strengthen corporate governance. 

The company was the first private company to be permitted to ex-

port Burmese-grown rice to Bangladesh and Singapore in 2005. Its 

headquarters are located in Bahan Township, Yangon. Ayer Shwe 

Iran Royal Sadaf Group 

Dubai E-NET LLC 

Mohsin Haider Darwish, 
Oman 

ASW Group, Myanmar 
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Wah’s CEO, Aung Thet Mann, is the son of Shwe Mann, a former 

military general and currently Speaker of the Pyithu Hluttaw. 

When Shwe Mann was Regional Commander in the Ayeyarwady 

Division, Ayer Shwe Wah received lucrative government contracts 

to supply fertilizers to farmers throughout the delta. 

The company has been sanctioned by the United States govern-

ment since 18 October 2007 for its ties to the ruling military junta, 

the State Peace and Development Council. On 15 May 2010, it won 

a license to operate gas stations in Myanmar, as part of the Ministry 

of Energy‘s privatization efforts. The company also received 30,000 

acres of land for development under the government’s Lowland De-

velopment Program. 

 

 

 

 

Kenya Chinatown is a project approved by the State Council and 

MOFTEC according to national policies of implementing market di-

versification and enhancing economic and trade cooperation with 

Africa. This project was approved in 1998, listed into the "Action 

Agenda for Forum on China-Africa Cooperation" in 2000, and com-

pleted for early stage construction and put into use in 2003. The 

Chinatown occupies an area of 2.5 acre (L: 141m; W: 72m) and sits 

beside the NGONG ROAD, an urban main road in the Noble Busi-

ness District of capital Nairobi, Kenya, adjacent to the CBD and 

financial center of Nairobi. At the end of 2014, it became the share-

holder of CHONGQING CHINABASE and CHONGQING 

TIMEFIELD INVESTMENT through acquisition. 

 

Established in 1997, TONGYI GROUP NIGERIA LTD is headquar-

tered in Romania and its subsidiaries throughout in three 

continents: Europe, Asia and Africa. TONGYI GROUP NIGERIA 

LTD has a rich local government resources and commercial re-

sources in Nigeria and has invested more than 200 million U.S. 

dollars. Its principal business is mining and construction, with over 

200 mines locally in Nigeria. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

China Guangcai International Investment & Tourism Limited, affili-

ate of China Guangcai International Investment Group, which was 

founded at January 1989 and is working in the Boloven Plateau 

Zone developed by the governments of China and Laos. Located in 

the Southern Laos, the Boloven Plateau Zone is an important node 

and hub for landmark projects such as realizing Laos from a land-

locked country to a land-linked country, building the economic corri-

dor between China and Laos, and advancing the construction of 

China-Laos Railway. The commodities exchange centre of Bo-

loven Plateau Zone is about to operate formally, and 500 

international trade merchants will join the centre. It is estimated that 

the annual transaction volume will be 500 million U.S. dollars. In 

Tongyi Group Nigeria Ltd, 
Nigeria 

China Guangcai Interna-
tional Investment & 
Tourism Limited 

Chinatown, Kenya 
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terms of international cooperation, China Guangcai International 

Investment & Tourism Limited has an operating model that is not 

only compatible with the international market but also adapts to Chi-

nese national conditions. It has successfully established 

comprehensive investment and cooperation relations with Russia, 

South Korea, Ukraine, Sri Lanka, Mongolia, Brazil, Guyana, Thai-

land, Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia, Zambia and other countries. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Dragon City India (located in Delhi, India) belongs to the China 

& Indian Cooperation Project which is jointly developed by CHI-

NAMEX China and OMAXE India. 

This project occupies 15 acres and has total 180,000 square meters 

construction area. It has the ultra-modern office space, the world-

class shopping mall, five-star hotel and India’s first $largest indoor 

theme park. The Dragon City of India is located on the ground floor 

of Connaught Mall and the area is 26,565 square meters. 

The core business district of India Dragon City Project is Delhi NCR 

which is the wholesale center of various goods. Besides, it supplies 

the entire India and it is very important to North India. 
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